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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Colossal Cave Road Roadway Improvement Project Design Concept Report (DCR) was
conducted to evaluate alternatives for improving approximately one mile of Colossal Cave Road
as it passes through the unincorporated community of Vail in Pima County, Arizona. Colossal
Cave Road is identified as a scenic route in the Pima County Major Streets and Routes Plan and,
as such, meets the criteria of an Environmentally Sensitive Roadway (ESR) as defined in the
Pima County Roadway Design Manual (RDM), Chapter 4, Environmentally Sensitive Roadway
Design Guidelines, revised December 2003. The ESR Design Guidelines state that a roadway
defined as an ESR “should be designed and constructed to minimize disturbances to the area
resources.”
The purpose of this Pima County improvement project is to improve traffic operations within the
limits of available funding and within the context of the ESR process and mitigation design
elements. Based on anticipated funding and sensitivity to the existing roadside features and uses,
the proposed project will include primarily traffic operational improvements comprised of the
addition of a center two-way left-turn lane that will widen the existing two-lane section through a
majority of the project segment. This will enhance traffic capacity by eliminating stop delays
from left turns. Project improvements will also include pedestrian facilities in conformance with
guidelines of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), bicycle facilities, landscaping and
other streetscape amenities, drainage upgrades, and utility relocations.
The DCR focuses on the development and evaluation of operational improvement alternatives
for the two-way left-turn lane on the specific segment of Colossal Cave Road located north of
I-10 and extending from south of Acacia Elementary School to north of the intersection with
East Cienega High School Road. Colossal Cave Road presently is a two-lane roadway with a
curvilinear alignment that crosses two sets of high volume Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR)
tracks; provides access to three Vail School District schools, two of which front directly onto the
roadway; passes between two historic resources, an historic adobe building and the Shrine of
Santa Rita in the Desert; and provides access to local community businesses, facilities and
residential neighborhoods. Colossal Cave Road is also the primary commuter route between I-10
and the expanding residential development areas of Rancho del Lago and the Rincon Valley.
Daily traffic volumes have nearly doubled in the last five years with increases not only in
through traffic, but also in high peak hour demands for left and right turns to adjacent facilities
and side streets. Coupled with both marginal geometrics and a lack of separate turn lanes and
pedestrian facilities, the traffic volume increases have resulted in congested conditions with
safety and operational concerns.
Primary project goals are to develop alternatives and drainage improvements while minimizing
the impacts to businesses, residences, historic resources, school access, right-of-way (ROW) and
other environmental resources. The study includes a review of existing conditions along
Colossal Cave Road; an environmental overview; a presentation of roadway and drainage design
criteria based on RDM, ESR, and American Association State Highway Traffic Officials
(AASHTO) guidelines; and discussions on traffic, public involvement, and agency coordination.
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The outreach effort included a design charrette with the project team and key project
stakeholders. Several alternatives based on technical and ESR design considerations were
refined during the charrette process. This report presents the evaluation of the two alternatives
and the selection of the recommended alternative. In addition to this DCR, separate project
reports were prepared, including the Preliminary Drainage Concept Report (December 2004)
and Design Charrette Summary (November 2004), and the Design Partnering/DCR Charrette
Report (March 2005).
Recommended Alternative
The recommended alternative is presented in the DCR as Profile Alternative 1 and illustrated in
Appendix F. The typical section for the recommended alternative includes two 11-foot travel
lanes with six-foot paved shoulders throughout the length of the project. An 11-foot wide twoway center left-turn lane will be provided from the Acacia Elementary School frontage to the
southern UPRR crossing and from the northern UPRR crossing to the end of the project. There
will be a sidewalk on the east side of the road and a multiuse path on the west side of the road.
The sidewalk will extend from the northern to the southern project limits. The multiuse path will
run from the northern project limit to the Acacia Elementary School. The two existing marked
crosswalks on Colossal Cave Road within the project limits will be maintained: one at Trotter
Sisters Drive and the other at the Old Vail Middle School. Both of these are school crosswalks.
Profile Alternative 1 improves the stopping sight distances at substandard locations while
limiting the impacts outside of the existing roadway. Two southbound right-turn lanes will be
provided to the Acacia Elementary School that limit the conflict points at the drives and separate
the general school traffic from the school bus traffic. The existing two-lane roadway section
between the railroad tracks will be maintained. This will minimize impacts to two
environmentally sensitive features within the project limits, the historic adobe building and the
Shrine of Santa Rita. Proposed multiuse curvilinear pedestrian paths will be in keeping with the
rural nature of Vail. The majority of the existing drainage crossings will be improved but
maintained as dip crossings to minimize upstream and downstream impacts. Horizontal elliptical
reinforced concrete pipe (HERCP) will be utilized at two drainage crossings. In addition to these
alternative evaluation recommendations, the design team recommends the following design
features for the project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of 35 mph design speed
Retention of existing, 35 mph posted speed limit
Maintenance of two existing crosswalks within the project limits
Consideration of the addition of a crosswalk between the tracks if warranted
Addition of a single southbound right-turn lane to the Old Vail Middle School
Upgrade of the existing railroad grade crossing traffic control devices to accommodate a
three-lane roadway cross section.
Consolidation of overhead telephone and electric utility lines and relocation to the east side
of Colossal Cave Road (if economically feasible)
Creation of a landscaping plan consistent with the four distinct land use zones within the
project limits
Minor roadside grading and soil replacement to alleviate standing water along the roadway in
locations that have experienced this problem after heavy rains
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•

Assistance with the evaluation and documentation of the historic adobe building and the
Shrine of Santa Rita property to determine eligibility for nomination to the National Registry
of Historic Places

Project Funding and Cost
The overall estimated cost for the recommended improvements is $3,364,000. This cost does not
include the cost of ROW acquisition. This project is included in the current Pima County
Development Impact Fee Ordinance and is to be funded through impact fees that are collected
from ongoing development in the project area. The start of construction is dependent on the rate
of impact fee collection, but is currently estimated to be in Fiscal Year 2011.
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CHAPTER 1
PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Colossal Cave Road Improvement Project:
Acacia Elementary School to Old Vail Road, located
in Vail, Arizona, is included in the current Pima
County Development Impact Fee Ordinance
(effective 7/7/2003) and assigned Work Order
Number 4VRISP. The cost of the project is
estimated at $3,364,000 and is to be funded through
impact fees that are collected from ongoing
development in the project area. The start of
construction is dependent on the rate of impact fee
collection, but is currently estimated to begin in
fiscal year 20011.
The project segment begins approximately 600 feet south of the Acacia Elementary School and
ends just east of the intersection with East Cienega High School Drive. Figure 1 provides maps
showing the general and specific location of the project.
Colossal Cave Road is classified as a Major Collector – Rural according to the Pima County
Functional Classification, and is designated as a Scenic Route in the Pima County Major Streets
and Scenic Routes Plan. Pima County has further designated this road as an Environmentally
Sensitive Roadway (ESR). As such, the road is subject to the ESR Design Guidelines, which are
included as Chapter 4 of the Pima County Roadway Design Manual (RDM), revised December
2003.
Prior to initiating this design concept study, Pima County retained a consultant to prepare a
Design Assessment Report (Entranco, Inc., August 2002), an Environmental Overview Report
(Entranco, Inc., March 2002), and a Final Traffic Engineering Report (Entranco, Inc., August
2002). Together these reports provided preliminary information on improvement needs, traffic
conditions, and environmental issues along Colossal Cave Road between Acacia Elementary
School and Pantano Wash Bridge. The northern limits of the project were later revised to end at
approximately the intersection with East Cienega High School Drive.
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Figure 1
Location Map
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CHAPTER 2
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project is located on Colossal Cave Road, in the unincorporated community of Vail, Pima
County, Arizona, and within Sections 9, 10, and 16 of Township 16S, Range 16E. The project
segment begins approximately 600 feet south of Acacia Elementary School and extends
approximately 4,700 feet (0.9 mile) along Colossal Cave Road, crosses two Union Pacific
Railroad (UPRR) tracks, and ends just north of the intersection with East Cienega High School
Drive. Several public facilities are located on the west side of Colossal Cave Road within the
project limits. Acacia Elementary School and a United States (U.S.) Post Office are located
south of the southerly UPRR tracks, while Old Vail Middle School is north of the northerly
tracks. Within the project area, the existing Pima County right-of-way (ROW) varies from
approximately 60 feet to 150 feet. Figure 2, which is at the end of this chapter, provides a
detailed map of the project area.
The recommended project design is one that meets the operational improvements sought when
the project was approved by the Board of Supervisors within the goals of the ESR Design
Guidelines. The guidelines were completed and adopted by Pima County subsequent to the
project’s approval.
The proposed project will improve traffic operations on Colossal Cave Road through the addition
of a center two-way left-turn lane that will widen the existing two-lane section through a
majority of the project segment. Project improvements will also include pedestrian facilities in
conformance with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) guidelines, bicycle facilities,
landscaping and other streetscape amenities, drainage upgrades, and utility relocations.
The typical section for the recommended alternative includes two 11-foot travel lanes and sixfoot paved shoulders throughout the length of the project (Appendix I, Concept Plans, Figure
G-2). An 11-foot wide two-way center left-turn lane will be provided from the Acacia
Elementary School frontage to the southern UPRR crossing and from the northern UPRR
crossing to the end of the project. There will be a sidewalk on the east side of Colossal Cave
Road and an alternative material multiuse path on the west side of the road. The sidewalk will
begin at the northern project limit and terminate at the southern project limit. The multiuse path
will begin at the northern project limit and terminate at the Acacia Elementary School. The two
existing marked crosswalks on Colossal Cave Road within the project limits will be maintained:
one at Trotter Sisters Drive and one at Old Vail Middle School. Both are school crossing
crosswalks.
Two general parking driveways at the Acacia Elementary School will be consolidated into one
driveway. A third driveway serving the school buses will remain in its existing location.
Existing electric and telephone lines are proposed to be combined on common poles on the east
side of Colossal Cave Road. Currently, the telephone poles are located on the west side of the
road and the electrical poles are on the east side.
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Separate right-turn lanes will be added at each of the two Acacia Elementary School driveways
to remove turning vehicles from the through traffic. One right-turn lane is proposed for the
general access drive and the other for the school bus service drive. A separate right-turn lane
will also be added to serve the Old Vail Middle School driveway that is accessed from Colossal
Cave Road. Pima County is also talking to the U.S. Post Office about adding a mail drop-off
area on the west side of Colossal Cave Road in front of the postal building.
Landscaping will be provided throughout the project, with special emphasis being placed on
gateway treatments leading into Vail’s historic center between the UPRR tracks. Other
amenities being considered include split rail fencing and cultural informational nodes to further
recognize the historic center.
The currently posted speed of 35 miles per hour (mph) will be maintained throughout the length
of the project.
New culverts will be constructed at the existing drainage crossing locations where the roadway
vertical profile will be raised within the project limits. At those existing drainage crossing
locations where the roadway vertical profile will not be raised, the existing drainage cross flows
will continue to cross over the roadway. There will be no curb along any portion of the project,
and a storm drain system will not be included.
Approximately 4.83 acres of new ROW are estimated to be required for the project. In addition,
there is an estimated 0.54 acres for temporary construction easements (TCEs) and 2.46 acres of
easements where Colossal Cave Road crosses the UPRR tracks. Four publicly owned and five
privately owned parcels will be affected by this acquisition.
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Figure 2
Project Overview and Adjacent Land Uses
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CHAPTER 3
PROJECT AREA CHARACTERISTICS
Topography and Terrain
The project is located in rolling terrain between Interstate-10 (I-10) and Pantano Wash and east
of Colossal Cave Mountain Park. Elevations range from approximately 3,240 feet at the
southern limit to approximately 3,220 feet at the northern limit.
Existing Roadway
Existing Colossal Cave Road is two lanes throughout and consists of 24 feet of asphalt pavement
with two 11-foot lanes and one-foot paved shoulders. Outside the paved shoulders, there are
graded shoulders, which vary in width from six to nine feet. The posted speed limit is 35 mph
throughout the project segment, transitioning to 40 mph just beyond the southern project limit.
The existing horizontal alignment begins near a point of tangency of a curve located about 700
feet south of the school bus entrance driveway at Acacia Elementary School. The alignment
proceeds northeastward through a series of tangents and curves to the right and ends at a point
north of the Old Vail Middle School, approximately 4,640 feet from the beginning of the project.
Table 1 shows the roadway alignment sequential tangents and curves.
Table 1
Existing Horizontal Curves
Sta. to Sta.
10+00 to 38+ 14
38+14 to 38+78
38+78 to 41+41
41+41 to 44+27
44+27 to 46+64
46+64 to 56+42

Component
Tangent
Curve (right)
Tangent
Curve (right)
Tangent
Curve (right)

Length
(ft)
2814
64
263
285
237
977

Radius
(ft)
------477
------881
------1432

Station 38+14 to 38+78 is located at the southerly UPRR crossing and Station 44+27 to
46+64 is located at the northerly UPRR crossing. The alignment in front of the Acacia
Elementary School is between Station 10+00 and 38+14, while the alignment at the Old Vail
Middle School is located at Station 46+64 to 56+42.
The existing Colossal Cave Road superelevation was reviewed to evaluate the cross slope in
relation to the horizontal curves and the profiles at the northern and southern UPRR crossings.
The existing UPRR crossing elevations will be retained with this project. There is neither a
defined roadway crowned section nor a defined superelevation through the existing horizontal
curves. The roadway cross slope is generally uniform and sloped to convey the drainage runoff
across the roadway. Table 2 presents the existing UPRR track grades.
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Table 2
Existing UPRR Track Grades
Track Location
Grade
UPRR Southern Track Crossing
0.7432% down left
UPRR Northern Track Crossing
0.6626% down left
The existing vertical profile generally follows the existing terrain within the project limits. An
approximate design profile was fitted to the existing profile along the Colossal Cave Road
centerline to evaluate deficient stopping sight distance (SSD) for an assumed design speed of 40
mph. The existing profile and SSDs are illustrated in Appendix A.
Roadway Geometric Deficiencies
For initial review of roadway geometric deficiencies, the project team considered a design speed
of 40 mph. Design speeds are typically 5 to 10 mph above the posted speed limit. For a posted
speed limit of 35 mph, such as that on Colossal Cave Road, the design speed would range from
40 to 45 mph.
Of the three existing horizontal curves within the project limits, two curves have lengths less
than the minimum length of 500 feet recommended in the RDM.
The superelevation of the roadway at the UPRR crossings is adverse to the direction required for
the curves that are in the vicinity of the tracks. Both tracks slope to the east while the roadway
turns to the east.
Minimum curve radii design requirements with normal crown sections are listed in the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), 2001. Based on
AASHTO Exhibit 3-26, the radii of the existing curves in the vicinity of the UPRR crossings
(1,527 feet for the southern crossing and 1,432 feet for the northern crossing) are rated for a
design speed between 15 and 20 mph.
The RDM lists a 305-foot SSD for a design speed of 40 mph. Four areas along Colossal Cave
Road were found to have an SSD less than 305 feet. These areas include the sag-crest-sag south
of the Acacia Elementary School, the sag-crest-sag just north of the crest vertical curve at the
Acacia Elementary School, the crest vertical curve at the southern UPRR crossing, and the sag
vertical curve approaching the northern UPRR track crossing from the south. At the sag-crestsag south of the Acacia Elementary School, the crest curve between the sags meets the SSD for
40 mph design, but both sag curves on either side of it do not. Table 3 lists the curves, available
SSD, and corresponding design speed for the curves and is broken into four location segments
for descriptive purposes.
Aside from the SSD, there are numerous locations where the vertical curves are shorter than the
RDM recommended minimum curve length of 120 feet (three times the estimated design speed
of 40 mph). From the approximated profile, 34 vertical curves were identified. Twenty-four of
these curves are less than 150-feet-long, with several being as short as approximately 25 feet.
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The likely explanation for this configuration is that the roadway follows the existing topography
in the area.
Table 3
Existing Locations of Deficient Stopping Sight Distance
for a Design Speed of 40 mph

Location
1

2

3
4

VPI
Station
13+82
15+32
17+06

Grade
In (%)
-1.321
2.278
-0.872

Grade
Out (%)
2.278
-0.872
3.070

Curve
Length
(ft)
150
150
170

Curve
Type
Sag
Crest
Sag

Available
SSD (ft)
254
418
244

Available
Design
Speed
(mph)
35
48
34

23+27
24+45
25+48

-4.466
-0.921
-5.705

-0.921
-5.705
-2.210

80
60
130

Sag
Crest
Sag

190
256
245

28
34
33

37+51
38+45
39+04
43+70

2.241
8.165
-4.788
-0.100

8.165
-4.788
0.529
2.828

100
25
70
50

Sag
Crest
Sag
Sag

119
96
108
232

19
17
19
33

Other Roadway Features
Colossal Cave Road has limited roadway features within the project limits. There are no curb
and gutter sections, no bikeways, no sidewalks or other pedestrian facilities, and no ADA
features. There also is no significant landscaping within the Pima County ROW.
The UPRR track crossings are, however, one significant feature that affects traffic operations.
The tracks are located midway within the project limits and are separated by approximately 750
feet. Each crossing consists of one track, and each crossing has advance warning signs,
pavement markings, and flashing-light signals and gates. The roadway profiles approaching
each crossing from the south are substandard for a 40 mph design speed, as is the crest vertical
curve across the southern UPRR crossing. There are reports of construction vehicles with low
undercarriage clearances bottoming out crossing the tracks.
Existing Right-of-Way
The existing ROW width along Colossal Cave within the project limits is inconsistent, varying
from 60 feet to 150 feet. Appendix I, Concept Plans, shows the existing ROW limits. At the
southern end of the project, the ROW is at its narrowest with a width of 60 feet centered on the
roadway. This section continues from the beginning of the project northward past the Acacia
Elementary School to Trotter Sisters Drive, which is just south of Quik Mart (a combination gas
station convenience store). Through this area, Colossal Cave Road crosses State Trust Land.
North of Trotter Sisters Drive, there is an additional 75 feet of ROW on the east side of the road
in front of the Quik Mart for a total ROW width of 105 feet. This asymmetrical ROW continues
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northward to the southern UPRR crossing. UPRR has a 200-foot ROW for the southern track
crossing, and it is centered about the track.
Success Road crosses Colossal Cave Road just north of the southern UPRR tracks and has a 50foot ROW abutting the north side of this UPRR ROW. North of Success Road, Colossal Cave
Road resumes its 60-foot-wide ROW where Old Vail Road intersects with Colossal Cave Road
on the west side. In the vicinity of Old Vail Road, Colossal Cave Road turns to the right. Pima
County ROW, however, remains linear. The result is that a portion of Colossal Cave Road
encroaches on the Shrine of Santa Rita in the Desert property (hereafter referred to as Shrine of
Santa Rita). The church is in the process of expanding its facilities and has prepared a
development plan (P1203-083) and submitted it to Pima County Development Services for
review. The development plans include ROW dedication along Colossal Cave Road, so that the
roadway will no longer encroach on church property. Due to delays in the progress of the
development plans, this dedication, and any additional ROW acquisition, will become part of the
Colossal Cave Road project.
The ROW along Colossal Cave Road north of Old Vail Road widens to 150 feet, centered on
Colossal Cave Road. This width continues through the end of the project north of the Old Vail
Middle School and East Cienega High School Drive with the exception being across the northern
UPRR tracks. Here, the UPRR has a 400-foot ROW crossing Colossal Cave Road. The UPRR
ROW abuts the 60-foot ROW for Old Vail Road.
Neither Pima County nor the UPRR has yet found any easement agreement documents
applicable to the area where Colossal Cave Road crosses State Trust Land on the UPRR ROW.
If no documents are located, new agreements will be written as part of this project.
Existing Drainage
The west bank of the Pantano Wash is located approximately 1,000 feet east of the northeastern
project limits. There is a designated Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 100Year Floodplain for the wash which is contained within the banks of the wash in the vicinity of
the project. There are no other major drainage features within the project vicinity.
There are nine locations along the project limits where offsite runoff crosses the roadway. The
100-year peak flow is greater than 100 cubic feet per second (cfs) at just two of these crossings.
There are no existing culverts along the project, and all of the offsite runoff crosses the roadway
pavement at dip crossings. The 100-year flow depths over the roadway are less than 0.6 feet
deep at all of the crossings, which is less than the allowable one-foot depth specified in the
RDM.
Signalization and Lighting
Colossal Cave Road does not have any signalized intersections or roadway lighting. All of the
side road approaches to Colossal Cave Road are stop controlled. There are flashing light signals
and gates at the two railroad crossings.
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Existing Utilities
There are numerous utilities along Colossal Cave Road within the project limits as shown in
Table 4. The TBE Group, which is serving as the project utility coordinator, contacted all these
utilities to confirm the existence of their facilities within the project limits.
Table 4
Existing Utilities within the Project Limits
Owner
Cox Communication
El Paso Natural Gas
Kinder-Morgan Energy
Level 3 Communications
MCI/Worldcom
Qwest
Qwest
Southwest Gas
Tucson Electric Power
Union Pacific Railroad
Vail School District
Vail Water Company
Wiltel Communications

Utility / Facility
Fiber Optic and Coax Cable TV
Natural Gas Pipelines (in UPRR ROW)
Petroleum Pipelines (in UPRR ROW)
Fiber Optic Communications
Fiber Optic Communications
Telephone (coaxil)
Fiber Optics
Natural Gas
Electric
Railroad Electric
Water
Water
Fiber Optic Telecommunications

Land Use, Zoning, and Planned Development
The land uses adjacent to the project area are primarily commercial, with some institutional uses.
The Acacia Elementary School and the U.S. Post Office are located on the west side of Colossal
Cave Road south of the southern UPRR crossing, and the Old Vail Middle School is located on
the west side of the road north of the northern UPRR crossing. Other commercial uses include
the feed store located between the tracks on the west side of the road and the Quik Mart on the
east side of the road south of the UPRR tracks. The Shrine of Santa Rita is located on the east
side of the road between the tracks. Access to the Old Vail Village subdivision (Bk. 49, Pg. 16,
Pima County Maps and Plats) is located off Colossal Cave Road at Trotter Sisters Drive south of
the southerly UPRR tracks.
The majority of undeveloped land in the area is owned by the Arizona State Land Department.
Zoning within the project limits is mixed. Within the City of Tucson limits at the southern end
of the project, the land on the east and west sides of the road is zoned Rural Homestead. Moving
north into Pima County, the county zoning on the east side of Colossal Cave Road from south to
north is Country Manufacture and Mobile Home, Local Business, and General Business south of
the southern UPRR tracks, Rural Homestead between the tracks, and General Industrial just
north of the northern tracks. The majority of land on the west side of Colossal Cave Road is
zoned Rural Homestead. Other zoning on the west side includes Local Business just south of the
southern UPRR tracks and General Industrial just north of the UPRR northern tracks.
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The area surrounding Vail is growing rapidly. In the project area, development currently under
review by Pima County includes a site development northeast of East Cienega High School
Drive and west of Colossal Cave Road near the northern project limit. The Colossal Cave Road
project may or may not meet with a possible Colossal Cave Road realignment. The timing of the
construction of this development will be a factor in this consideration. As noted previously,
Pima County Development Services also has received plans for the expansion of facilities on the
Shrine of Santa Rita property, which is located on the east side of Colossal Cave Road within the
project area. Additionally, there is a detention basin planned for a property on the east side of
the road just south of the southern most UPRR tracks.
On the west side of the road, opposite the detention basin, there is a parcel posted for sale, but no
development plans were on file with Pima County Development Services at the time this
document was being prepared.
Existing Pavement Structure
In November 2004, pavement cores were taken by Pima County at three locations: by the Quik
Mart, between the UPRR tracks, and in front of the Old Vail Middle School. Table 5 presents
the pavement cores.
Table 5
Existing Pavement Structure, 2004
Core #
1

Location
By Quik Mart

2

Between UPRR tracks

3

In front of Old Vail Middle School

Composition
2” Asphalt Concrete No. 2
2” Asphalt Concrete No. 3
(dry w/crack and subgrade migration)
2” Asphalt Concrete No. 2
2” Asphalt Concrete No. 3
(dry w/crack and subgrade migration)
1” of Chip Seal

A visual inspection of the pavement condition within the project segment revealed many
locations of deteriorating pavement. Alligator cracking is visible in areas along the wheel paths
in locations. There are also several spots in which potholes have been patched. The paved
shoulders are only one-foot wide with numerous areas of spalling visible along the pavement
edges.
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CHAPTER 4
TRAFFIC AND ACCIDENT DATA
Existing Traffic and Accident Conditions
In August 2002, in conjunction with the assessment of the project’s feasibility, Entranco, Inc.,
prepared a Final Traffic Engineering Report for Pima County. At the time the project limits
extended from the Acacia Elementary School to Pantano Wash. Table 6 shows the 24-hour
traffic volumes from counts reported in the 2002 report.
Table 6
24-Hour Volumes along Colossal Cave Road, 2001
(collected Dec. 2001)
Roadway Segment

Southbound

Northbound

I-10 – Trotter Sisters Drive
Trotter Sisters Drive – Success Drive
Success Drive – Old Vail Road

2700
2540
2320

2410
2160
2160

24-Hour
Two-Way
5110
4700
4480

In November 2004, and then again in March 2005, Pima County took some additional counts for
Colossal Cave Road. The 2004 counts presented in Table 7 reflect 24-hour volumes, while the
2005 data in Table 8 show vehicles per day and 85th percentile speeds.
Table 7
24-Hour Volumes along Colossal Cave Road, 2004
(collected Nov. 2004)
Roadway Segment

Southbound

Northbound

I-10 – Trotter Sisters Drive
300’ South of East Cienega
High School Drive

5617

5310

24-Hour
Two-Way
10,927

5441

5079

10,520

Table 8
Volumes per Day and 85th Percentile Speed along Colossal Cave Road, 2005
(collected Mar. 2005)
Location
680’ East of Trotter
Sisters Drive
100’ East of Success
Drive
140’ West of Cienega
High School Drive

Southbound
Volume
85th Percentile
Speed
vpd
mph

Northbound
Volume
85th Percentile
vpd
Speed
mph

Total
Volume

5,300

26.0

4,666

28.3

9,966

4,593

23.9

4.662

32.4

9,255

4,822

28.0

4,037

26.4

8,859
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Pima County currently lists traffic and accident data on its web site under the Accident Statistics
page: http://www.dot.co.pima.az.us/trafeng/accstat/segments.htm. Table 9 presents the data for
Colossal Cave.
Table 9
Traffic and Accident Frequency along Colossal Cave Road, 2000-2002
Roadway Segment
I-10 – Old Vail Road
Old Vail Road – Camino Loma
Alta

Length
(mi)
1.3

Traffic
Volume
4112

AccFreq
(#/mile)
3.85

1.6

3061

5.63

Rate

S.I.

P.I.

0.85

2.36

707

P.I.
Rank
173

1.68

1.44

753

190

Following are explanations of the table headings:
Length:
Volume:
Rate

Length in miles for segments.
24-hour 2-way volume for segments
Accidents x 1,000,000
------------------------------- = MVM (Million Vehicle Miles)
Length x Time x Volume

S.I.

Decreasing Severity Index uses the following formula
developed by the National Safety Council.

SI =

5.8 (Nk + Na) 2 (Nb + Nc) + Npd
------------------------------------T
=
Severity Index.
=
Fatal accidents.
=
Accidents with an incapacitating injury.
=
Accidents with a non-incapacitating injury.
=
Accidents with possible injuries.
=
Accidents with property damage only.
=
Time (days in the period covered)
=
Relative position of location in the list from worst to
best. More than one location can have the same rank.

SI
Nk
Na
Nb
Nc
Npd
T
Rank

A total of 412 segments are listed in the data base for the three-year period of 2000, 2001, and
2002. The data provides the number of accidents for each segment and rates the severity of each
accident. The three-year high and low accident rates were 18.14 and 0.05, respectively. The
high and low severity rates were 5.80 and 1.00 respectively. The data for Colossal Cave Road
revealed a high and low accident rate of 5.63 and 3.85 and a high and low severity rate of 2.36
and 1.44. These accident and severity rates are in the lower ranges of the values compiled for the
412 roadway segments.
The Final Traffic Engineering Report also provided a detailed accident evaluation for the threeyear period between September 1998 and August 2001. These results are presented in Table 10.
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Table 10
Accident Study Results, 2002
(from Final Traffic Engineering Report, Pima County, August 2002)
Accident Type
Rear-End
Angle
Fixed Object
Side-Swipe
Animal (Cow)
Totals

Vail Road (aka Colossal Cave Road)
Acacia Elementary School to Pantano Wash
1998
1999
2000
0
0
3 (3 injuries)
0
0
0
1 (1 injury)
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 (1 injury)
0
1
1
3
1 injury
1 injury
3 injuries

2001
1 (1 injury)
1
0
1
0
3
1 injury

The report did not provide any definitive conclusions other than to mention that the lack of leftturn lanes along Colossal Cave Road may contribute to the high number of rear-end accidents.
On November 14, 2003, the Pima County Department of Transportation, Traffic Engineering
Division, prepared a memorandum reviewing the three-year accident history in the vicinity of
Colossal Cave Road and Cienega High School Drive. The purpose of the memo was to
determine if a predominant pattern exists for the type and frequency of accidents, to determine if
any conditions are present that account for these accidents and/or patterns, and to recommend
modifications to the current traffic control devices to improve any adverse conditions discovered.
Analysis of the accident data found that, between November 1, 2000, and October 31, 2003,
there were 16 accidents reported along the three-quarter mile segment of Colossal Cave Road
between the City of Tucson limit and Cienega High School Drive. The details of this analysis
are presented in Table 11. The accident location map and summary sheet presented in Appendix
B show that the vast majority of accidents, including all the rear end accidents, occurred in the
vicinity of the Acacia Elementary School and the Cienega High School Drive intersection. Only
two accidents occurred between the tracks.
Table 11
Accident Study Results, 2003
(from Accident Analysis Report, Pima County Department of Transportation, Nov. 2003)
Accident Type
Rear-End
Angle
Fixed Object
Side-Swipe
Animal (Cow)
Totals

Colossal Cave Road
Acacia Elementary School to Cienega Creek Place
2000
2001
2002
0
2
2
0
1
1 (1 injury)
0
0
0
0
1 (3 injuries)
1
0
0
0
4
4
0
3 injuries
1 injury

2003
5 (5 injuries)
3 (3 injuries)
0
0
0
8
8 injuries
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Since this memorandum was written, a site development plan was approved that will reconfigure
infrastructure north of this roadway project’s northern limit. With the construction of this new
development, the Colossal Cave Road/Cienega High School Drive intersection – one of the two
major locations of accidents within the project segment -- will be eliminated. The other key
accident location – i.e., in the vicinity of the Acacia Elementary School – is a focus area for
improvements in this project.
Proposed Traffic
The Final Traffic Engineering Report did not include any projected traffic or anticipated future
operation evaluations.
An earlier report - Rancho Del Lago Comprehensive Transportation Study and Traffic Impact
Analysis - was prepared in June 1999 by Curtis Lueck & Associates for Vail Valley Joint
Venture. This report contains a detailed explanation of the traffic forecasting model runs, the
assumptions that were included in each run, and the output of each run. Each model run
included the City of Tucson’s planned Mary Ann Cleveland Way for traffic assignments. The
traffic projections were based on the Pima Association of Governments (PAG) regional travel
demand model for the year 2020. The results of the model runs are presented in Table 12.
Table 12
2020 Projected Traffic on Colossal Cave Road
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Volume
Model Run

Segment
Vail Road: I10 to Colossal
Cave Road

Output 1
PAG 2020,
including
Valencia
Extension and
Old Vail
Extension
(Cienega
Road)

Output 2
Modified,
Revised 2020,
Rocking K and
Rancho Del
Lago

X
Modified,
Revised
2020,
Rocking
K only

Y
Modified,
Revised
2020,
Rancho Del
Lago only
(calculated)

Output 3
Modified,
Revised
2020,
neither
Rocking K
nor Rancho
Del Lago

17,100

18,500

16,000

12,500

10,000

Modified
Output

12,000

In the report, different projections were presented based on different development scenarios.
Colossal Cave Road to the south of East Cienega High School Drive was referred to as Vail
Road, and to the north of the drive as Colossal Cave Road. Vail Road Extension was identified
in one of the development scenarios. This latter road, now known as Mary Ann Cleveland Way,
is currently under construction and scheduled to be completed in spring 2005. The road will
connect to East Cienega High School Drive. The Modified Output development scenario was
used for the technical analysis and recommendations in the Vail Valley Joint Venture report.
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From the analysis results of that report, the traffic on Colossal Cave Road is expected to reach
12,000 ADT by the year 2020.
The Vail Valley Joint Venture report recommended only traffic calming for the segment of
Colossal Cave Road from I-10 to East Cienega High School Drive as a result of the
improvement analysis that was conducted for the 2020 traffic projections.
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CHAPTER 5
DESIGN STANDARDS AND CRITERIA
Geometric Standards
A list of applicable design standards for the Colossal Cave Road project was compiled from
information contained in the Pima County RDM, Chapter 2, Elements of Design, and Chapter 4,
ESR Design Guidelines. As noted earlier, the ESR Design Guidelines provide some flexibility in
the RDM criteria to aid designers in their efforts to minimize impacts to environmentally
sensitive features along roads designated as ESRs. Because Colossal Cave Road is an ESR, the
project team may use the flexible guidelines when they will help to avoid or minimize impacts.
Table 13 presents the design category in the first column, the standard criteria from the RDM in
the second column, and the alternative ESR criteria in the third column. In selecting the
applicable criteria, the following factors were taken into consideration:
•
•
•

The terrain is generally foothills and, therefore, rolling terrain
The road is classified as a Major Collector - Rural
The average daily traffic volume is approximately 11,000 (Tables 7)

Pavement Structure
The project pavement structure will be refined following a geological investigation that will
occur at in the Stage II design phase, after Pima County’s review of the DCR. For the purposes
of this report, therefore, a minimum pavement section is assumed based on the minimum
pavement standards for Arterials, Collectors, and Local Streets provided in the RDM, Chapter 3.
During the design phase, an existing ADT volume of 11,000 vehicles will be used based on the
latest count values. The RDM, Chapter 3.1 values for equivalent single axle loads (ESAL), will
be applied.
Pima County will be collecting additional traffic counts on Colossal Cave Road. Future counts
should include classification counts to support the pavement design.
The existing pavement structure is experiencing deterioration of the lower asphalt sections south
of and between the UPRR tracks and there is a limited pavement structure north of the UPRR
tracks. Full depth reconstruction of the roadway pavement is recommended since there is limited
life remaining in the existing pavement structure.
Asphalt Rubber Asphaltic Concrete (ARAC) is proposed over standard asphalt concrete based on
its long service life and reports of its noise reduction quality. This consideration is of importance
since the road is in the area of sensitive receptors, including two schools and a church. Table 14
provides the specifications for the pavement section selected for the Colossal Cave Road design
concept.
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Table 13
Design Criteria
Standard Criteria
(RDM, Chapter 2)

Category

Alternative Criteria
(RDM, Chapter 4/ESR)

Design Speed

35 mph

30 - 50 mph

Posted Speed

35 mph*

5 mph less than Design Speed

Travel Lane & Two Way LeftTurn Lane Widths

12 ft (11 ft min)

1ft less than RDM Chapter 2

Shoulder Width

10 ft (6 ft paved, 4 ft graded) (8 ft
min)

6 - 9 ft Paved

Vertical Grade

0.5% Min, 7% Max

10% Max in Mountainous Terrain,
5% Max in Rolling Terrain

Cross Slope

2%

-

Horizontal Clear Zone (Based on
ADT and Design Speed, AASHTO
Roadside Design Guide Table 3.1)

16 ft

For Design Speeds 30-45 mph, 10 ft
Min

Stopping Sight Distance

305 ft Min – for level grade

- 250 ft Min 35 mph Design Speed

Superelevation

0.06 '/ft Max

pg 192-198 AASHTO 2001 for
Design Speeds 40 mph or less

Design Vehicle

WB-50

-

Curb Return Radii - Collectors,
Local Streets, or Commercial
Drives

35 ft

Horizontal Alignment

Curve Length

500 ft Min

-

Angle Break

1 Degree 8 Minute Max

-

Vertical Alignment
Vertical Curve Length

Side Slope

Cross Drainage Criteria

105 ft Min (3 x design speed)
0.4 % Min Grade Break w/o
Vertical Curve – Design Speed <
45 mph (ADOT)
6:1 within Clear Zone
4:1 Cut Slope
4:1 Fill Slope
Convey 50-yr Storm
Analyze 100-yr Storm not to
exceed 1 ft of depth at any point
within the paved section

-

Allows a more frequent event (not
specified)
-

*Selected based on consultation with PCDOT
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Table 14
Pavement Section
Pavement Section Course
Top Lift (ARAC)
Bottom Lift (AC)
AB
Minimum Structural Number (SN)

Thickness
2.0”
2.5”
4.0”
2.64

Design Speed
One of the challenges of this project was determining a design speed that addresses the wide
range of factors associated with the site conditions, traffic conditions, land uses, environmental
sensitivities and roadway designations. A design speed of 35 mph is recommended for the
project. The following is a summary of the factors taken into consideration in determining the
recommended design speed.
Roadway Classification: The Pima County functional classification for Colossal Cave Road is
Major Collector-Rural.
Existing Posted Speed: The existing posted speed limit within the Colossal Cave Road project
segment is 35 mph. Immediately south of the project, the speed limit is posted at 40 mph.
Immediately to the north another roadway improvement project is being designed with a 35 mph
speed limit. Within the project limits there are two school crossings. Temporary 15 mph
movable signs are placed at these two crossings in the morning when children are arriving at
school and in the afternoon when they are leaving. A railroad track crosses Colossal Cave Road
approximately 0.5 miles north of the southern project limit and another track crosses 760 feet
further north. Both tracks have advisory speed limit plaques of 20 mph due to the limited sight
distances on the approaches to the tracks caused by steep grades and short vertical curves.
Existing Horizontal Geometry: The existing project site is generally linear at the southern end.
At the northern end there is a combination of curves, curving to the east. The roadway is not
crowned, but generally has a uniform cross slope from east to west of about 1.5%. The two
railroad tracks cross the site’s horizontal curves. Across the tracks there is a cross slope that is
adverse from that which is normally expected for horizontal curves.
Existing Vertical Geometry: There are four areas that have stopping sight deficiencies for a
design speed of 40 mph. The first area, which is south of the Acacia Elementary School, has a
sag-crest-sag combination of 35-48-34 mph respectively. The second area, which is north of
Acacia Elementary School, has a sag-crest-sag combination of 28-34-33 mph respectively. The
third area, which is located at the southern railroad crossing, has a sag-crest-sag combination
with a design speed of 19-17-19 mph, respectively. The fourth area, at the southern approach to
the northern railroad crossing, has a sag curve rated at 33 mph.
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Additionally, there are two areas that have vertical curves (i.e., crests) of less than a 45 mph
design speed. One crest, which is located at the Acacia Elementary School, has a design speed
rated at 40 mph, while the second crest, which is at the northern railroad tracks, has a design
speed of 42 mph.
Horizontal Geometry Considerations: The determination of a design speed factoring the
horizontal geometry focuses attention on the horizontal curves at the northern end of the project.
These curves have a fixed adverse cross slope across the railroad tracks that will not be changed
by the project since changes to the railroad grades are beyond the scope of the project. How the
design speed is evaluated depends on what criteria are examined. Following are two evaluation
approaches based on different criteria:
•

•

If the general considerations for superelevation in the 2001 AASHTO book are followed, the
existing adverse cross slope combined with the horizontal curves results in a design speed of
between 15 and 20 mph (1527’ and 1432’ radii curves, AASHTO Exhibit 3-26). Improving
theses curves to 30, 35, or 40 mph design speeds will require a significant realignment of
Colossal Cave Road through the area between the railroad tracks and will impact either the
historic adobe building or the Shrine of Santa Rita, or both.
If the general consideration for this area is a “Low Speed Urban Street,” then existing and
proposed curves have a design speed greater than 45 mph (AASHTO Exhibit 3-41,
superelevation of zero).

There is room for debate as to which criteria are most appropriate for the Colossal Cave Road
Project. Different interpretations can be made for what constitutes an urban or a rural setting.
However, horizontal geometry alone cannot define the design speed.
Vertical Geometry Considerations: The determination of design speed factoring the vertical
geometry results in a more direct application of the AASHTO guidelines. There are greater
impacts to the existing conditions of Colossal Cave Road with each successive increase in design
speed between 30 mph and 45 mph.
•

•
•

•

A 30 mph design speed requires improvements to the profile north of the Acacia Elementary
School and the profile over the southern railroad track along with minor changes on the
southern approach to the northern railroad track crossing.
A 35 mph design speed requires the same improvements as above, but with increased
impacts to the surrounding environment due to the wider work area required.
A 40 mph design speed requires the same modification as above, but with a wider area
impacted by construction and additional improvements to the profile south of the Acacia
Elementary School, including drainage culverts.
A 45 mph design speed requires all the changes needed for the 40 mph design speed, as well
as changes to the profile at two other areas: one in front of the Acacia Elementary School,
and one at the northern railroad track crossing. Impacts at the northern railroad track
crossing would extend to the historic adobe building and the Shrine of Santa Rita.
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Adjacent Project Considerations: As previously mentioned, a separate Colossal Cave Road
improvement project is being designed by others directly north of our project. That project will
be under construction later this spring (2005). This project will realign Colossal Cave Road from
its current configuration as a through road from I-10 northward across the Pantano Wash and
through the Rancho Del Lago subdivision to a roadway that will “T” into Old Vail Road. The
roadway from the Rancho Del Lago Subdivision and the Pantano Wash will become a
continuous east-west roadway extending to Houghton Road upon the completion of the City of
Tucson Mary Ann Cleveland Way. Once this adjacent project is complete, Colossal Cave Road
will no longer be a through road to the Rancho Del Lago subdivision area. A traffic signal is
proposed at the new intersection of Colossal Cave Road and Old Vail Road.
The design speed of this adjacent roadway project to the north is 35 mph.
Design Speed Considerations: In determining the design speed for the Pima County Colossal
Cave project, the design team took into account the horizontal and vertical geometry in
combination, as well as the context of the roadway. As noted previously, it can be debated
whether the existing horizontal geometry should be rated for a 15-20 mph design speed or for a
design speed greater than 45 mph based on whether or not a Low Speed Urban Street
consideration is made. The AASHTO discussion on low speed urban streets, to which a 45+
mph design speed could be assigned, relates to built up areas where there may be “wide
pavement areas, the need to meet the grade of adjacent property, surface drainage considerations,
and frequency of cross streets, alleys, and driveway.” How this is interpreted allows some
flexibility for superelevation considerations.
As discussed, the vertical geometry considerations for design speed have shown that increasing
the design speed from 30 mph to 45 mph would result in greater impacts to the existing roadway
and surrounding environment. Coordinating the horizontal and vertical geometry reveals that
there will be an increased disparity between the vertical and horizontal geometry with an
increase in the design speed. The vertical profile will become “flatter” but the horizontal
remains the same due to the fixed cross slope across the railroad tracks. Ideally, a design should
have both the horizontal and vertical matched.
The roadway context is important in determining design speed. Selecting a design speed that is
compatible with the surrounding environment has implications for the safety of pedestrians,
bicyclists, and vehicles on the roadway. Again, Colossal Cave Road has two schools and two
railroad crossings all within less than a mile. To accommodate the pedestrian and bicycle traffic,
the Colossal Cave Road proposed concept design includes a sidewalk on the east side of the road
and a multiuse path on the west side. An additional marked crosswalk is proposed across
Colossal Cave Road between the historic adobe building and the Shrine of Santa Rita. With
these features, careful consideration must be given to the speeds the vehicle traffic should or will
be traveling through the project.
Implications of the Design Speed Recommendation: The design speed of 35 mph recommended
for the Colossal Cave Road project is based primarily on the impacts of the vertical profile in
combination with the factors of the horizontal geometry, schools, crosswalks, and railroad track
crossings.
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The following bullets summarize the roadway improvements required with the recommended 35
mph speed limit, as well as those required with other design speeds studied.
•

•
•

The recommended 35 mph design speed allows the most deficient area of stopping sight
distance deficiency, the southern railroad track crossing, to be improved. It will also permit
improvements to the deficient area north of the Acacia Elementary School without significant
increases in construction costs. Additionally, the use of the 35 mph speed limit will permit
retention of the existing vertical curves south of the Acacia Elementary School and avoid the
need for culvert construction.
A 40 mph design speed would require changing the profile south of the Acacia Elementary
School and constructing additional culverts.
A 45 mph design speed would necessitate profile changes to the vertical curve in front of the
Acacia Elementary School and at the northern railroad track crossing. The latter would
impact the historic adobe building and increase impacts to the Shrine of Santa Rita property.

The following paragraphs describe additional implications of the recommended 35 mph design
speed.
Railroad Track Crossings: The higher the selected design speed, the greater the disparity
between the design speed of the vertical profile and the design speed for the fixed horizontal
geometry that must be maintained across the railroad tracks. A 35 mph design speed will result
in only a 10 to 15 mph difference between the design speed for the profile and the advisory speed
posting across the railroad tracks, which will now primarily be for horizontal geometry
considerations across the railroad tracks.
School Crosswalks: The two school crosswalks, which are less than a mile apart within the
project limits, necessitate consideration of the posted speed limit through the area. At the
beginning and end of school sessions, 15 mph regulatory signs will be located in the roadway
before and after the crosswalks. Using a 35 mph design speed and a 35 mph posted speed limit
lessens the disparity in speeds between the posted speed limit and the speed limit through the
school zones.
Crosswalk between Historic Sites: The proposed additional marked crosswalk near the historic
adobe building and the Shrine of Santa Rita will provide an additional point at which a lower
speed should help reduce potential conflict between pedestrians and vehicles.
Railroad Crossings: With an average of 75 trains per day, vehicles often have to wait at the
railroad crossings. A design speed of 35 mph and compatible speed limit posting will result in
vehicles needing less distance to come to a complete stop at the railroad tracks than would be
needed if a higher design speed and compatible speed limit posting was used. With the
frequency of the trains, a slower approach speed should be given consideration to give the
vehicles the maximum amount of time to react to the train traffic.
In Conclusion: Given the horizontal and vertical geometry, the impacts of higher design speeds
to adjacent right-of-way and historic properties, the existing school crosswalks, the addition of a
third crosswalk, the two railroad track crossings, the realignment of the roadway north of the
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project with a design speed of 35 mph, the recommended design speed of 35 mph for this
Colossal Cave Road project represents a reasonable compromise in providing improvements to
the existing stopping sight distance deficiencies while limiting impacts to the surrounding area.
This recommendation accounts for the safety of pedestrians and bicyclists within the project
limits and for sensitivity to cultural, biological, and visual resources, while being consistent with
the RDM, and in particular Chapter 4, the ESR Design Guidelines. It also reflects preferences
indicated in the September 2004 design charrette and through public and Citizen Advisory
Committee meetings.
Drainage Design
The standard design criteria for culvert crossings are that they be designed to convey the 50-year
storm under the roadway, and the depth of flow crossing the roadway in the 100-year storm
should not exceed one foot in depth at any point within the paved section. However, since this
roadway is classified as an ESR, limiting the impact to the environment by the proposed drainage
improvements is a project goal. Based on the RDM and input from the project meetings and the
design charrette, Pima County determined the following project objectives and design standards
are applicable to this project.
•

•

•

The existing drainage patterns should be maintained as much as possible. Overtopping of the
roadway will be allowed, as is the case now. Depths and durations of the over topping, are to
be documented in the drainage report.
Drainage structures at locations where the roadway profile is raised can be sized so that flows
over the roadway from storm frequencies less than 100 years are allowed but the ponding
limits are not to be increased.
Box culverts with a height of 3 feet will be allowed to be considered due to limited cover
above the culvert.

Access Control
The existing ROW along the project is not fenced. There are not any lengths where there are
restrictions for access to the roadway from the adjacent parcels. The Colossal Cave Road project
will not be changing the existing ROW control.
There will be a consolidation of access in two areas. The drives at the Acacia Elementary School
will be combined to a single drive and the open areas on the west side of Colossal Cave Road
between the UPRR tracks will have a clearly defined drive. No parcel, however, will have its
access removed.
Cross Section Elements
The recommended cross section elements for the Colossal Cave Road project (Figure 3) will
adhere to the minimum values presented in the ESR Design Guidelines (RDM, Chapter 4). The
minimum values were selected as a means of minimizing the roadway footprint.
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The use of a six-foot paved shoulder and a four-foot graded shoulder equals the 10-foot clear
zone. This allows for flexibility in landscape, slope, and drainage design. A -0.02’/ft cross slope
has been selected to maintain some of the existing cross slope that allows for runoff to flow
across the roadway. A 0.06’/ft superelevation is specified as “where attainable” since it has been
acknowledged that the superelevation of Colossal Cave Road is fixed to the existing adverse
cross slope through the horizontal curves at the railroad tracks.

Figure 3
Recommended Cross Section
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Table 15
Cross Section Design Elements
RDM
Chapter 2

Criteria
Travel Lane & Two Way
Left-Turn Lane Widths

12 ft (11 ft Min)
10 ft (6 ft Paved, 4 ft
Graded) (8 ft Min)
2%

Shoulder Width
Cross Slope
Horizontal Clear Zone
(Based on ADT and Design
Speed, AASHTO Roadside
Design Guide Table 3.1)
16 ft

Superelevation
Side Slope

0.06 '/ft Max
6:1 Within Clear Zone
4:1 Cut Slope
4:1 Fill Slope

Alternatives for RDM
Chapter 4/ESR
1ft less than RDM
Chapter 2
6 - 9 ft Paved
-

For Design Speeds 30-45
mph, 10 ft Min
See pg 192-198
AASHTO 2001 for
Design Speeds 40 mph
or less
-

Value Selected For
Design
11 ft
6 ft Paved, 4 ft
Graded
2%, -1.5%

10 ft

0.06’/ft Max, where
attainable
-

Roadway Geometrics
The RDM specifies a minimum horizontal curve length of 500 feet, a minimum vertical curve
length of 150 feet, and 0.5% Min, 7% Max profile gradients. Both the minimum horizontal
curve length and 0.5% minimum profile gradient are not able to be met in all situations for the
Colossal Cave Road project.
The goals of the horizontal design are to fit a smooth alignment across both existing railroad
tracks, maximize the radii of the curves across the tracks to lessen the effects of the adverse cross
slope of the road across the tracks, locate the curves so the roadway footprint does not impact the
adobe building, and minimize impact to the parcel of the Shrine of Santa Rita. To accomplish
this, curves were evaluated for the best fit between the tangent south of the southern railroad
track crossing and the existing 1,432-foot curve north of the northern railroad track. The
resulting design includes a compound curve between the railroad tracks, one with a 1,700-foot
radius and the other with a 1,800-foot radius. The 1,800-foot radius compounds into the existing
1,432 foot radius. The resulting curve lengths are 417 feet for the 1,700-foot radius curve and
791 feet for the 1,800-foot radius curve. The 417 feet for the 1700-foot curve is less than the 500
foot minimum, but should not pose any significant operational problems for traveling vehicles.
The existing profile gradient between the railroad tracks has a minimum gradient near 0.1%.
The roadway is essentially flat with the primary slope being the roadway cross slope that allows
for runoff to cross on top of the roadway. The design profile between the tracks has a minimum
gradient of -0.3182 % in the vicinity of the adobe building and the Shrine of Santa Rita. This
grade was the result of fitting a design profile that closely matched the existing profile between
the tracks. A primary concern with the profile design was to maintain the existing drainage flow
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patterns across the roadway in the area between the railroad tracks. A uniform roadway cross
slope of -0.02’/ft is proposed to help maintain the cross road drainage flow.
Right-of-Way
Colossal Cave Road is listed in the Pima County Major Streets and Scenic Routes Plan as having
a planned ROW width of 150 feet. This is the existing ROW width along Colossal Cave Road
from just north of the northern railroad track crossing through the end of the project north of East
Cienega High School Drive. South of the track crossings, the ROW narrows to 60 feet.
The proposed ROW for the Colossal Cave Road project will not secure the total planned 150 foot
ROW width for the entire project length. Typically, a 150-foot ROW will accommodate six-lane
roadway sections with center medians. An evaluation was made of the 150-foot ROW along the
current roadway centerline and the results indicate the following impact:
•

The Acacia Elementary School would have the ROW line cross the middle of the parking
lots fronting Colossal Cave Road, which would require a redesign of the school’s parking lot
and a reduction in parking spaces

Minimizing ROW encroachment is a key goal of this project in keeping with the principles of the
ESR Design Guidelines. To minimize right-of-way needs for this project, the design team
proposed a three-lane section for the majority of the segment. In the area between the railroad
tracks, the design team recommends a two-lane section, which will use even less ROW. See
Chapter 10, Alternatives, for further discussion regarding the two-lane segment.
The Post Office building is federally owned and as such is not subject to Pima County
development standards. The set-back of this particular building is not in conformance with
current Pima County requirements of 30 feet from the project 150-foot ROW. Clear zone
considerations will be addressed in the project design.
Additional features under consideration for the project are a sidewalk on the east side and a
multiuse path on the west side of the roadway. Factoring in the three-lane roadway section, the
sidewalk, the multiuse path, and the fact that the majority of the proposed roadway will be close
to the existing grade, the proposed ROW for the project is set at 100 feet. The ROW in an area
near the Acacia Elementary School will be reduced from 100 feet to 90 feet to avoid impacting
the existing parking lot for the school. Areas of construction outside of the ROW limits will
have TCEs.
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CHAPTER 6
MAJOR DESIGN FEATURES
Horizontal and Vertical Alignment
General considerations for the proposed horizontal and vertical geometry include:
•
•
•
•

Minimize impact to the adobe building and the Shrine of Santa Rita property.
Maximize the horizontal design speed for the alignment that crosses the railroad tracks
accounting for the fixed, adverse cross slope of the tracks crossing the roadway.
Improve the stopping sight distance on the approaches to the railroad grade crossings.
Maintain the exiting drainage patterns through the project, primarily the existing condition of
runoff crossing over the road.

The existing horizontal alignment generally consists of a long tangent section of roadway south
of the railroad track crossings and a curved section to the east at the northern end of the project
beginning at the tracks and continuing to the end of the project. The existing curved section is
not uniform, does not have one continuous curve, and the curves that are present are shorter radii
curve of less than 1,500 feet. The primary challenge of the horizontal design is to improve the
existing curved section of roadway while accounting for the superelevation constraints,
alignment constraints of the adobe building and Shrine of Santa Rita, and the need to meet in
with the existing roadway curvature at the end of the project. The proposed compound curves of
1,700 feet, 1,800 feet, and 1,432 feet meet these challenges. Appendix C includes plan sheets
showing the horizontal alignments.
The existing vertical alignment has one significant area of deficient stopping sight distance and
that is at the location of the southern railroad track crossing. The existing profile is estimated to
have a design speed of 17 mph, which is unacceptable for a roadway posted at 35 mph. Vertical
curves in the vicinity of Sta 15+30 and Sta 24+30 have stopping sight distance deficiencies, but
not as great as at the southern track crossing. Their stopping sight distances are sufficient for
design speed estimates of 34 mph and 33 mph, respectively. Appendix A contains the existing
profile.
Complicating factors for profile design in the vicinity of the southern track crossing are the
existing runoff flows that cross on top of the road, lack of existing roadside drainage ditches, and
close proximity of roadside development just north of the track crossing. Raising the roadway
on the approaches to the southern track crossing inevitably impacts the existing drainage
patterns. Grades on the track approaches and the vertical curve across the tracks can be designed
to meet the proposed 35 mph design speed for the vertical profile with limited impacts to
drainage runoff and roadside development. The roadway elevations on the approaches are
increased enough to allow for cross culverts beneath the roadway to maintain existing runoff
patterns, but are not increased enough to significantly impact the roadside development north of
the tracks.
The existing geometry at the other areas with stopping sight distance issues will be modified to
meet the 35 mph design speed with minor impacts to existing cross roadway drainage patterns.
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At Station 15+30, the grades were slightly modified and the curves slightly lengthened while
trying to minimize changes to the existing roadway elevations. The result was to maintain the
existing roadway dip sections. At Sta. 24+30, the existing vertical curve was removed. This
curve exists on what is essentially tangent between a large crest vertical curve to the south and a
large sag vertical curve to the north. A culvert will maintain the existing flow across the road in
this location. Appendix F includes plan sheets showing the proposed vertical profile.
Access Control
The project will not be access controlled, and existing access drives to adjacent parcels will be
maintained. Neither an Access Management Plan nor a Traffic Engineering Report was included
in the scope of work for this project.
Right-of-Way
The proposed Colossal Cave Road footprint extends beyond the existing ROW from near the
beginning of the project northward to the UPRR southern track crossing. Through this area, the
existing ROW width is primarily 60 feet wide with the ROW transitioning to a 105-foot ROW
midway between the beginning of the project and the track crossing. The design team’s research
into the existing ROW across State Trust Land in this vicinity reveals that there are no
supporting documents for a Pima County ROW. In consultation with the Arizona State Land
Department, Pima County has determined that the existing ROW and additional ROW outside
those limits will need to be described in new legal documents.
New ROW limits outside the areas claimed by State Trust Land will need to be defined and
portions of the impacted parcels acquired by Pima County since the proposed footprint extends
beyond those existing ROW limits. A total of eight parcels are anticipated to be impacted with a
total area of acquisition estimated at 4.83 acres. Of the eight parcels, three are public entities and
five are private. Table 16 lists the proposed ROW acquisitions, and Appendix I, Figures RW1 –
RW3 shows their locations.
Table 16
Proposed Right-of-way Acquisition
Parcel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total

Owner
State of Arizona
Vail School District
State of Arizona
Dean & Joanne Showers
PPM V Partnership
Unknown (13333 E. Colossal Cave Road)
Kelly
Roman Catholic Church Diocese

Entity
Public
Public
Public
Private
Private
Private
Private
Private

Proposed
Acquisition
(Ac)
1.32
0.23
2.24
0.17
0.07
0.39
0.16
0.25
4.83
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TCEs are anticipated for four of the eight parcels. In these areas, driveway reconstruction and
minor slope grading will need to be accomplished. Table 17 lists the TCEs, and Appendix I,
Figures RW1 – RW3 shows their locations.
Table 17
Proposed Temporary Construction Easements (TCEs)
Parcel
1
2
5
9
Total

Owner

Entity

State of Arizona
Vail School District
PPM V Partnership
Fidelity National Title

Public
Public
Private
Private

Proposed
Acquisition
(Ac)
0.10
0.33
0.07
0.04
0.54

An easement will be needed for each Colossal Cave Road crossing of the UPRR ROW. A
document search has failed to locate any existing easement agreements. If new agreements are
written, the costs of the new easements will need to be negotiated with UPRR since Pima County
has been maintaining Colossal Cave Road through the UPRR ROW. For this report, the areas of
the UPRR easements are calculated as the total areas within the UPRR that will be needed by
Pima County. The easement area for the northern UPRR track crossing will need to include an
additional area for maintenance of grading for a cross culvert outlet. Table 18 lists the needed
areas for the easements at each UPRR track crossing.
Table 18
Proposed UPRR Easements
Width
Easement Area
Location
(ft)
(Ac)
Southern UPRR Track Crossing.
150’*
1.04
Northern UPRR Track Crossing.
150’
1.42
Total
2.46
* A portion extends approximately 225’ west and approximately 125’ east of the
roadway centerline in the vicinity of Success Road
Slope easements are not anticipated to be needed for the Colossal Cave Road project.
Drainage
Existing Drainage Conditions: The general topography of the area slopes from southeast to
northwest at a slope of about one percent. The total watershed area that contributes offsite runoff
to the project limits is 286 acres in size. The elevation of the contributing watershed ranges from
3,368 feet in the upper reaches to 3,225 feet at Colossal Cave Road. There are nine locations
where offsite runoff crosses the project. There are no culverts at any of the crossings; therefore,
all of the runoff flows over the roadway at dip crossings.
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South of the southern UPRR tracks there are five existing drainage crossings. The southern
portion of the contributing drainage area to these five crossings is undeveloped desert. The Old
Vail Village subdivision is located south of the southern UPRR tracks and is close to being fully
developed. A detention basin was constructed as part of this subdivision to mitigate the increase
in runoff from development of the subdivision.
Between the southern and northern UPRR tracks there are two existing drainage crossings. The
contributing drainage area to these two crossings includes the Shrine at Santa Rita. The church
sits on a 13-acre parcel that has some existing development. There is an existing development
plan for proposed improvements to the church property that has been approved by Pima County.
East of the church property are approximately 15 acres of undeveloped land that is zoned
General Industrial. East of this, the remainder of the contributing drainage area is existing
suburban homesteads on one-acre lots.
North of the northern UPRR tracks there are two existing drainage crossings. The contributing
drainage area to these two crossings contains two suburban homesteads.
The drainage areas located south of the southern UPRR tracks are located in a balanced basin
area within Pima County. Therefore, detention/retention will be required for all new
development in this area to limit runoff to pre-development levels. The drainage areas located
north of the southern UPRR tracks are located in an unclassified basin area within Pima County.
Because these drainage areas contribute runoff to watersheds located downstream of the project
that are classified as balanced and critical basins, retention/detention requirements will likely be
enforced for high intensity land uses in this area.
Since there is an approved development plan for the Shrine of Santa Rita site, the peak flows
used for analysis of existing conditions and for design of drainage improvements at Colossal
Cave Road were computed assuming the church site is fully developed. To evaluate how much
of an impact the increase in runoff from development without detention of the General Industrial
zoned land would have on the peak flows at Colossal Cave Road, as well as on the required
drainage improvements, peak flows were computed for both the existing undeveloped condition
and for the fully developed condition without detention for this land.
The 2-, 10-, 50- and 100-year peak flows from the contributing drainage areas are shown in
Appendix D. Two of the nine crossings have 100-year peak discharges greater than 99 cfs
(Concentration Points [CP] D [Sta. 35+50] and E [Sta. 39+50]), and the remaining seven are less
than 99 cfs. The largest peak flows are at CP D, which is discharge from the detention basin in
Old Vail Village. The existing conditions 100-year flow depth at every crossing is less than 0.6
feet. The 100-year flow depths ranged from 0.13 to 0.53 feet, and the 100-year flow velocities
ranged from 2.7 to 5.3 feet per second. At the locations that may potentially have a dip crossing
with either the Profile Alternative 1 or Profile Alternative 2 Roadway Profiles, the flow over the
roadway should end within 15 minutes after the rainfall has ended at the majority of the
crossings, and should end within 62 minutes after the rainfall has stopped at all of the crossings.
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Proposed Drainage Improvements: Culverts are proposed to be constructed at two crossings
(CPs D and E). These are the only two drainage crossing locations where the existing roadway
vertical profile will be raised by the recommended roadway profile (Profile Alternative 1). At
CP D the proposed culvert is 8-29”x45” horizontal elliptical reinforced concrete pipes
(HERCPs), and at CP E the proposed culvert is 4-24”x38” HERCPs. The culverts were sized to
insure that there is not an increase in the 100-year water surface elevations outside of the ROW,
and to limit the amount of downstream grading that is required. There are no FEMA designated
floodplains in this location. In the next stage of design, a determination of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers jurisdiction over the two crossings that have proposed drainage improvements will
need to be made to determine if there is a need for 401/404 permitting for the proposed
improvements.
The wash at the drainage crossing at CP D is designated by Pima County as Xeroriparian C
Riparian Habitat on the east side of the roadway, and is proposed to be classified by Pima
County as Xeroriparian C Riparian Habitat on the west side of the roadway. Also, the washes at
the drainage crossings at CPs A, B, and C are proposed to be classified by Pima County as
Xeroriparian C Riparian Habitat. The proposed roadway widening and drainage improvements
are expected to disturb less than one-third of an acre of riparian habitat at each crossing.
However, the total disturbance of the riparian habitat for the entire roadway is expected to be
greater than one-third of an acre. Therefore, a floodplain use permit may be required, which may
require a habitat mitigation plan.
Earthwork Considerations
Balancing the earthwork for the Colossal Cave Road project is not a major factor in the
alternatives evaluation. Minimizing the deficiencies in the existing roadway geometry along
with minimizing the environmental impacts to Colossal Cave Road are overriding concerns. The
project is anticipated to be a borrow project. Fill will be used to lessen the grades on the
approaches to the southern railroad track crossing. Elsewhere on the project, existing grades will
be matched as closely as possible.
Minimizing the project borrow was considered in the alternative evaluation. The primary source
of borrow is at the high point in the roadway in front of the Acacia Elementary School. The crest
vertical curve elevation can be lowered and the resulting excavation used as fill at the railroad
track crossings. As described below, the two issues with lowering the crest vertical curve at the
Acacia Elementary School do not make this a desirable design consideration:
1. The width of the proposed roadway typical section nearly encroaches on the existing parking
lot for the Acacia Elementary School. Lowering the roadway typical section would cause the
cut slopes to encroach on the parking area and result in lost parking spaces.
2. The crest vertical curve is the highest point within the project limits and is considered a
signature viewpoint and documented in the visual assessment for the Colossal Cave Road
project. This location is where there are expansive views toward Vail and the surrounding
Tucson mountains. Lowering the height of this crest can be considered an environmental
impact and against the goals of the project.
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Intersections
Several existing intersections are within the project limits as specified in Table 19.
Table 19
Existing Project Intersections
Intersection
Colossal Cave Road/Trotter Sisters Drive
Colossal Cave Road/Success Drive
Colossal Cave Road/Old Vail Road
Colossal Cave Road/East Cienega
High School Drive

Location
Sta. 27+52
Sta. 39+74
Sta. 43+75

Type
“T” , Three-way
“T”, Three-way
“T”, Three-way

Control
Stop Sign
Stop Sign
Stop Sign

Sta. 53+40

“T”, Three-way

Stop Sign

The side streets that intersect with Colossal Cave Road all have single lane approaches. No
modifications are anticipated to the approaches other than adjustments to the grades to meet any
elevation changes to Colossal Cave Road. The addition of right-turn lanes to these side streets is
not anticipated. Approach work will be limited to the amount necessary to account for the grade
adjustments.
Utilities
Several of the existing utilities within the project limits will require relocation as a result of the
addition of a center turn lane and the sidewalk on the east side and the multiuse path on the west
side of Colossal Cave Road. Table 20 reviews the utilities in the project area and indicates
which ones will need to be relocated during project construction.
There are two utility easements outside of the existing ROW whose contained utilities have prior
rights and will require reimbursement for relocation costs. Qwest has a 20-foot easement on the
east side of Colossal Cave Road. TEP also has an easement on the east side of the road, but it
only 16 feet wide.
Qwest has utility poles located on the west side of Colossal Cave Road outside of the existing
ROW. Record searches have failed to locate any easement agreements in this area. Field
conditions do have a fence line outside of the pole line suggesting that the fence line is on a
ROW line. Review of the existing ROW, however, does not support this.
Relocation of the TEP utilities will require reimbursement. Negotiations may be required
regarding what payment, if any, is required for the relocation of the Qwest lines on the west side
of Colossal Cave Road. TEP and Qwest have discussed the possibility of combining facilities to
the east side of Colossal Cave Road, which would eliminate overhead lines on the west side of
the road. This consolidation will be pursued in the design phase of the project. It can be
considered a benefit to the project by eliminating some of the obstructions to the views
surrounding Vail. Table 20 lists the anticipated utility relocations.
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Table 20
Utility Relocations
Utility
Cox Communication

Facility
Fiber Optic and Coax Cable
TV

El Paso Natural Gas

Natural Gas Pipelines

Kinder-Morgan Energy

Petroleum Pipelines

Level 3 Communications

Fiber Optic Communications

MCI/Worldcom

Fiber Optic Communications

Qwest
Qwest

Telephone (coaxil)
Fiber Optics

Location
Near East Cienega
High School Drive
Old Vail Road, parallel
to railroad tracks
South of south railroad
track crossing
Underground, east side
of road
Underground, north
and parallel to north
track crossing
Overhead, west side of
road
Underground, east side
of road

Southwest Gas

Natural Gas

Underground, both
sides of road

Tucson Electric Power

Electric

Overhead, east side of
road

Union Pacific Railroad

Railroad Electric

At-grade crossing gates

Vail School District

Water

Vail Water Company

Water

Wiltel Communications

Fiber Optic
Telecommunications

Underground, west side
of road
Eastside, beginning at
Old Vail Middle
School, northward
Underground, east side
of road

Relocation
No
No
No
Yes, at culvert
crossings
No
Yes, due to
roadway widening
Yes, at culvert
crossings
Yes, at culvert
crossing.
Regulator Station
may need
relocation.
Yes, due to
roadway widening
Yes, due to
roadway widening
Yes, at culvert
crossings
No
Yes, at culvert
crossings

Southwest Gas has prior rights on a regulator station located on the Shrine of Santa Rita
property, just south of the northern railroad track crossing and on the east side of Colossal Cave
Road. This station is not anticipated to be impacted by the two-lane section. If during the
detailed design process, it is found that the regulator is affected, the cost of the relocation will be
borne by Pima County.
The remaining utilities’ facilities are within the existing ROW (i.e., Level 3 Communications,
Vail School District [water], and Wiltel Communications. Therefore, it is not anticipated that
there would be any reimbursement associated with the relocation of these facilities.
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Railroads
UPRR owns the gate crossings and warning devices at the track crossings along Colossal Cave
Road. The widened roadway typical section will require these assemblies to be relocated or new
assemblies to be installed at the crossings. A small change in the horizontal alignment of
Colossal Cave Road, especially in the vicinity of the northern UPRR track crossing may require
complete reconstruction of the crossing. UPRR has stated that they will complete the design
plans and construction for the crossings, but that these costs will need to be reimbursed by Pima
County. There is the possibility that the UPRR upgraded crossing be constructed independent of
the roadway construction. Gate lengths and proposed roadway locations relative to the existing
roadway will need to be evaluated during the design phase to determine if this is feasible.
Structures
There are no existing bridge structures within the Colossal Cave Road project and none are
proposed as part of the design.
Pavement Design
A detail pavement design for the Colossal Cave Road project is scheduled during the Stage II
design of the project when geological investigation will be completed. Initial evaluations of the
existing pavement structure determined that a reconstructed pavement section would be needed
rather a sawcut and widen. An overlay in conjunction with sawcut and widening was briefly
considered but determined not to be feasible given the existing overland drainage runoff patterns.
Increased roadway elevations would redirect some of the drainage runoff to areas that currently
do not receive it thereby potentially causing flooding problems. Milling the existing pavement
was also briefly considered, but discounted due to the deterioration of the existing pavement
structure.
The RDM section on pavement design (3.13) was referenced for the preliminary pavement
design section. Chapter 5, Design Standards and Criteria, of this DCR describes the selected
pavement design section proposed. A formal pavement design will be completed during Stage II
of the design.
Signalization and Lighting
There are no traffic signals or roadway lighting within the project limits along Colossal Cave
Road. The issue of signalization at any of the side roads approaching Colossal Cave Road has
not been studied by Pima County, not has it been studied as part of this project because a traffic
engineering report was not included in the design development for the project.
Roadway lighting has not been considered for Colossal Cave Road. A couple of general
considerations that influence whether roadway lighting is needed are: sufficiently high ADT,
and significant number of nighttime crashes. Pima County currently does not have a minimum
ADT threshold for requiring continuous roadside lighting and a significant number of night time
crashes has not been documented through the project.
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Construction Issues
Two-way continuous access needs to be maintained along Colossal Cave Road during
construction of this project. Currently there are no relatively short alternative routes that could
be used as detours. The presence of the two schools on Colossal Cave Road and nearby Cienega
High School, a Post Office and the project being in close proximity to an I-10 interchange
supports the desire to keep the road open to traffic.
Construction likely will occur in two phases with alternate sides of the roadway being
constructed. Temporary widening also may be needed since the existing roadway is only 24feet-wide and which does not leave much room to shift traffic when reconstructing half of the
roadway.
Design Exceptions
There are three design criteria that will require design exceptions from Pima County. The first is
the minimum horizontal curve length of 500 feet, the second is the 30 mph minimum design
speed for a roadway following the ESR Design Guidelines, and the third is curb radii.
There is a proposed horizontal curve in the alignment with a length of 417 feet. This is the first
curve of a series of three curves in the alignment tying the tangent south of the UPRR track
crossings to the existing curve at the north ending of the project. The location of the curve
relative to two environmentally sensitive features, the adobe building on the west side of
Colossal Cave Road and the Shrine of Santa Rita parcel on the east side of the roadway. The
need to tie into the existing alignment at the beginning and ending of the project and the
constraints of these sensitive features limits the flexibility in the horizontal design. Several
iterations of different combinations of radii to minimize impacts to both the adobe building and
the Shrine of Santa Rita parcel and to meet with the existing alignment were tried with the
resulting combination being the 1,700-foot, 1,800-foot radius combination meeting the 1432-foot
existing curve at the end of the project. The 1,700-foot radius curve’s length is less than the
minimum requirement.
The existing UPRR tracks that cross Colossal Cave Road have grades that will not be changed
with any construction of this project. These grades are adverse to the superelevation that is
required for the curved roadway that crosses the tracks at design speeds greater than 20 mph.
The alternative is to flatten the horizontal curves to meet criteria for higher design speeds.
Impacts of these types of alternatives result in significant realignment of Colossal Cave Road and
significant impacts to property and buildings in the vicinity of the track crossings.
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CHAPTER 7
SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
The RDM specifies a process to identify potential environmental issues early in the planning
process so that consideration can be given to proactive avoidance or minimization of adverse
effects. The first step in the environmental review process is environmental screening in which
the project area is reviewed for potential environmental issues. As part of that process several
environmental categories were reviewed, and the findings of those reviews are summarized
below. The environmental screening matrix, which was completed to provide an overview of
potential impacts from the project, is presented as Appendix E.
The screening suggests that the environmental issues of particular sensitivity are the potential
impacts of the project on two historic properties: the Shrine of Santa Rita on the east side of
Colossal Cave Road and the historic adobe building on the west side of Colossal Cave Road
directly across from the entrance to the Shrine of Santa Rita.
Biological Resources
SAGE Landscaping and Environmental (SAGE) conducted the project biological survey, which
consisted of a review of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Arizona Game and Fish
Department lists of special status animal and plant species and field investigations of habitat that
may support protected species. The survey report concluded that there may be valuable native
plants that could be salvaged in some portions of the project area, and included the
recommendation that Pima pineapple cactus, needle-spined pineapple cactus, saguaro, and nightblooming cereus be relocated; that there be in-place preservation of all native plants to the extent
practicable; and that Pima County coordinate with the Arizona Department of Agriculture for
other potential salvage efforts.
Air Quality
This project is not considered a capacity enhancing project; therefore, no effect on air quality is
anticipated.
Noise
This project is not considered a capacity enhancing project; therefore, no effect on noise quality
is anticipated.
Hazardous Materials
Aplomado Environmental conducted the hazardous materials investigation through a record
review and field surface inventory. The Preliminary Initial Site Assessment revealed no
indications of environmental conditions (i.e., hazardous materials) in the area of the project.
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Visual/Aesthetic Resources
SAGE is preparing the visual quality review for the project. SAGE has conducted a site survey
of visual resources in the project area and undertaken analysis of six key observation points
(KOPs) to gauge viewer sensitivity. The six KOPs included the Post Office, the Acacia
Elementary School, the Colossal Cave Road between the railroad tracks within the town of Vail,
the neighborhood adjacent to the project site, the neighborhood entrance and exit at the project’s
northern end, and the roadway by Old Vail Middle School.
The Colossal Cave Road study area, which is shown as a Scenic Major Route on the August
2002 version of the Pima County Major Streets and Routes Plan map, is defined as possessing
scenic value, and the project design should allow for the continued prominence of the mountain
views in the area, especially the nearby Santa Catalina Mountains and the Rincon Mountains.
Additionally, the roadway goes through the old Vail center, which offers a scenic experience
separate from the wider, regional scenic quality of the roadway. Within the town, the views are
shorter and are of more intimate, human scale elements, such as historic buildings and signage.
Findings of the evaluation of viewer sensitivity levels at each KOP indicate that the project
center point (i.e., the point between the railroad tracks in the town of Vail) is the most sensitive
area – for views onto or from the roadway. Also of important sensitivity is the high point
adjacent to the Acacia Elementary School. The remaining KOPs were ranked in the following
order of moderate to low sensitivity: the Post Office, the neighborhood entrance and exit at the
north end of the site, the roadway by the Old Vail Middle School, and the adjacent
neighborhood.
Impacts to the visual quality of these KOPs may be affected by obstructions. There are some
locations within the project area that may benefit from screening, but the overall scenic quality of
the background views should be the priority of the visual mitigation efforts. Future buildings
within the project area, or nearby the project area, could negatively affect the scenic quality of
the roadway. These buildings should be screened in some fashion to reduce visual contrast.
Cultural Resources
Desert Archaeology conducted the project cultural resource survey. The survey consisted of a
review of historic records and past cultural resource investigations in the area and surface
inventory. The historical and archaeological inventory of the project area indicates that there are
three sites/properties of historic interest that should be considered during project design. These
include remains of the Vail railroad station, an historic adobe building, and the Shrine of Santa
Rita. The adobe building and the church are currently being evaluated for their eligibility for
nomination to the National Register of historic places. As part of its evaluation of the adobe
building, Pima County is having a Building Condition and Structural Assessment Report
prepared. Both the adobe building and the Shrine contribute substantially to the historic
character of the Vail community’s center between the UPRR tracks. Participants in the public
participation process and the design charrette emphasized the importance of exploring ways that
character could not only be preserved but enhanced through the roadway design. This goal,
coupled with the objectives of the ESR Design Guidelines to minimize impacts to historic
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resources, was a key factor in the development of the recommended this project alternative. This
alternative provides a left-turn center lane north and south of the UPRR tracks, but maintains the
two-lane section between the track to minimize the need for additional ROW and potential
effects on the views and character of the historic center. This lane configuration option is
discussed in further detail in Chapter 10, Alternatives, Typical Section Options, Number of
Lanes Between Tracks.
Neighborhood Impact
This project is being designed to contribute to the Vail community by creating a better
operational environment for vehicles through the introduction of a center turn lane; a safer
environment for school children through the introduction of shoulders on both sides of the road,
a sidewalk on the east side, and a shared use path on the west side; and a more aesthetically
pleasing environment to complement the designation of the roadway as a Scenic Route and an
Environmentally Sensitive Roadway. In addition, the design concept is responsive to specific
issues raised by members of the public who live and/or work in the Vail community, including
sensitivity to the rural and historic character of Colossal Cave Road in the project area, a desire
to further define the historic center through gateway treatments at entry and exist points, and
needed improvements to ponding locations along the roadway, and consideration of a mail drop
area for the Post Office.
To accomplish the project goals, some right-of-way will be need along the frontage of several
public and private properties within the project limits. The right-of-way acquisition will not
include any structures and are not anticipated to affect property uses.
Overall, this project is expected to help strengthen the Vail community’s sense of place and
cohesion.
Community Resource Impact
Community resources adjacent to the project roadway segment include the Acacia Elementary
School, the Old Vail Middle School, and the Vail Post Office. Access will be improved to each
of these uses. Pima County has been working closely with a representative of the Vail School
District to identify issues related to school access and egress for buses, students, and faculty.
Additionally, issues identified through the public open house and design charrette regarding the
access and placement of the drop off mailboxes at the Post Office are being addressed through
the design and potential solutions are under review with the Vail Post Office.
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CHAPTER 8
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Public Involvement Process
The public involvement process for this project was laid out in a Public Involvement Plan (PIP)
approved by Pima County. The plan, which is required under the Pima County Community
Participation and Mitigation Ordinance, includes two public open houses and a Community
Advisory Committee (CAC).
Public Open Houses
Two public open houses were included in the PIP for this project. The first public open house
was held on Wednesday, June 23, 2004, from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., at the Acacia Elementary School
on Colossal Cave Road within the project limits. The purpose of the first open house was to
inform the public about the project and to give citizens an opportunity to identify issues that they
thought should be considered during plan development. Notifications were mailed to 590
residences and businesses within approximately a half mile of the project area. Additionally, a
public meeting notice was posted on the public bulletin board at the Vail Post Office, which is
within the project area, and was published in the Arizona Daily Star and the Tucson Citizen on
June 3, 2004.
Eleven people signed in for the open house. The open house format combined a sit-down
informational presentation with an interactive issue identification session. During the
presentation portion of the open house, team members reviewed the project limits, purpose and
need, steps in the public and design processes, and potential environmental and other issues
identified to date.
During the interactive issue identification session, members of the public reviewed display
boards showing the project limits, elements, etc. Participants were encouraged to annotate a map
with issues that they thought were important to address during the process of plan development.
The second public open house is scheduled to be held after approval of the DCR, but before the
Environmental Assessment and Mitigation Report is completed. At this open house, citizens will
have an opportunity to review and comment on the alternatives presented in the DCR.
Business Meeting
In addition to the public open houses, a public meeting was held on December 15, 2004, that
focused on businesses and institutions directly adjacent to the project segment. This meeting
was held at the Vail School District offices and included representatives of commercial
businesses, the Shrine of Santa Rita church, and the Vail School District. The project team
reported on the project process and status to date and then presented the preliminary concept
design from the Draft DCR.
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Community Advisory Committee
As required under Pima County’s Community Participation and Mitigation Ordinance, a CAC
was formed to advise on the plan development, design, and implementation of the project. The
CAC was selected through the following process:
1. Pima County included information about how to apply for membership on the CAC in the
September 2004 Public Open House notification sent to 590 residents and businesses within
approximately one-half mile of the project area.
2. Pima County distributed applications for CAC nominations at the Public Open House held on
June 23, 2004.
3. Pima County reviewed the nominations and selected six citizens to be on the CAC
CAC Meeting: Three CAC meetings were specified in the project PIP: the first to be held
subsequent to the first public open house; the second to be held December 15, 2004; and the third
to be held after approval of the DCR by the Pima County Director of Transportation.
The first CAC meeting was held on Wednesday, August 25, 2004, from 6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m., at
the Acacia Elementary School, within the project limits. All CAC members were in attendance.
The meeting began with introductions, followed by a PowerPoint presentation on the project
background; purpose and need; activities undertaken by the team to date, including collecting
data, identifying potential environmental issues; holding the first public open house, and
identifying public issues; and next steps. CAC members were asked to identify any particular
issues they had. Pima County encouraged the CAC to select a chairperson.
The second CAC meeting was held on December 15, 2004, also at the Acacia Elementary
School. The agenda included a project status report; an update on other area roadway and
development projects in planning or design; a report on the results of the design charrette held in
September 2004 (see next chapter) and on the public meeting regarding issues related to
businesses and institutions directly adjacent to the project segment; and finally a review of the
alternatives presented in the Draft DCR.
CAC Involvement in Design Charrette: Pima County held a design charrette to identify
possible alternatives for evaluation and invited the CAC to send one member to the charrette.
The outcomes of these design charrettes are described in Chapter 9, Agency Coordination.
Subsequently, Pima County held a follow-up charrette to discuss some additional issues that
came up during review of the DCR. A CAC member was also invited to this charrette.
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CHAPTER 9
AGENCY COORDINATION
Pima County design process includes both individual and collective intra-departmental and
interagency coordination. The individual coordination is traditionally done through both the
environmental assessment and review process and through the design process. Project team
members have coordinated with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Arizona Game and
Fish Department in conjunction with the assessment of possible project impacts on the
environment. Pima County will enter into consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Office once the final survey report and the Building Condition and Structural Assessment Report
are completed. Additionally, designers are in ongoing communication with utilities that have
facilities within the project area, as well as with the UPRR, which has two sets of tracks crossing
Colossal Cave Road within the project limits.
The intra-departmental coordination is accomplished through regular progress meetings, and, for
ESR projects, through a charrette process, which may also include stakeholders, such as utilities
and community members. The requirement for a design charrette is included as a milestone
activity in the ESR design process as presented in the RDM, Chapter 4. The purpose of the
charrette is to develop alternatives for evaluation and documentation in a DCR. As illustrated in
Figure 3 the design charrette is conducted following data collection and preliminary public input.
Figure 4
ESR Process
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Design Charrette
Design charrette is used here to mean an interactive workshop that addresses a problem within a
specified time period. The advantage of a design charrette is that it brings together a wide range
of participants with different expertise and perspectives, allowing a more comprehensive
discussion of issues, interrelationships, and impacts. The time limits challenge people to focus
on the key issues and reach consensus on alternatives to pursue further.
Pima County held a two-day design charrette for the Colossal Cave Road project in September
2004. The primary focus of the Colossal Cave Road design charrette (hereafter “the charrette”)
was to determine how to satisfy the project purpose and need – that is, to achieve better traffic
operations through adding a center-left-turn lane, while retaining the road’s scenic qualities
through minimizing impacts to surrounding environmentally sensitive features. Steps in the
charrette included reviewing issues identified to date, identifying and evaluating different
approaches to addressing those issues, developing alternative design solutions, and
recommending solutions for further analysis and documentation in the DCR.
The charrette was comprised of two four-hour sessions. The first session was held on Tuesday,
September 28, 2004, 8:00 a.m. – Noon (hereafter referred to as Day I), and the second session on
Wednesday, September 29, 2004, 1:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. (hereafter referred to as Day II). Both
sessions were held at the Woods Memorial Library, 3455 N. 1st Avenue, Tucson, AZ.
Notification: As noted previously, a major purpose of the charrette was to get representatives of
the multiple disciplines involved in a roadway project together to share their issues and ideas and
collaboratively identify possible alternatives for further analysis. Notices were sent to potential
participants at the beginning of September. Generally, these were the same parties that would be
traditionally involved in the development and review of project plans, including various Pima
County Department of Transportation divisions and those utilities with facilities in the project
area. Beyond the technical participants, Pima County invited the CAC to send a representative,
as well as the Vail School District, which has two schools immediately adjacent to the project
segment and a third school just north of the segment.
Briefing Material: Subsequent to the preliminary notification distribution, Pima County
distributed a briefing notebook to each potential participant. The notebook was provided in
advance of the charrette to allow participants to review background information on the project, to
write down issues and/or questions they might want to bring up at the charrette, and to insert
additional information or technical data for possible reference during the charrette.
Day 1 of the Charrette
The charrette began with introductions and a review of the purpose and goals of the charrette. A
PowerPoint slide show was then used to discuss the project area, purpose and need, and
elements.
Consultant team members representing the various environmental disciplines relevant to the
project area then made brief presentations on key issues that they had identified through their
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environmental evaluations. Areas addressed included hazardous material, biological resources,
cultural resources, and visual quality. PowerPoint slides were used to help illustrate resources of
concern. These resources included the Shrine of Santa Rita property and the adobe building
directly across the road from the Shrine, both of which are directly adjacent to the roadway and
both of which are eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. Also
included in the slides was a photograph of a Pima Pineapple cactus, evidence of which was
found near, but outside, the project ROW. A summary of environmental evaluations done to
date is included as Attachment A9.
Following the informational presentations, staff divided participants into five groups, each of
which represented a mix of disciplines. (see Attachment C). All groups were given a black and
white map of the 3.3-mile project area at 1:50 scale (maps were a bit longer than the tables),
several different colored markers, and a flip chart for recording key discussion points. Each
group was instructed to select a recorder and a spokesperson. The groups were then asked to:
•
•
•
•

review and annotate the map with information they had learned about the project area and
elements from the various presentation
add additional information members of their group might have
identify points of possible conflict and/or opportunity within the project area
suggest ways that points of conflict and/or opportunity might be addressed, including special
treatments that might be considered for enhancing the scenic and historic roadway character

Following the group discussion, each group was asked to report its findings to all the charrette
participants. Table 21 provides an aggregated list of suggestion made by the groups. Table 22
presents common criteria heard on Day 1.
Day II of the Charrette
To prepare for Day II, the project team reviewed the input from Day I and then developed a
variety of materials for use on Day II, including:
•
•
•

two profiles and three cross sections
a PowerPoint summary of Day I findings
a working matrix of criteria suggested during the Day I discussion for use in evaluating the
profiles and cross sections

This section presents highlights of Day II of the design charrette.
Day II began with introductions of new participants, followed by a review of the Day I findings.
Key questions identified for resolution included:
•
•

Should the profile be essentially the same as it is today or smoothed out?
Where and what type of pedestrian and bicycle facilities should be constructed?

The same breakout groups as used for Day I were used for Day II. Again, each breakout group
was asked to select a recorder and a spokesperson – preferably different people from those
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selected on Day I. The breakout groups’ tasks included evaluating the profiles and cross sections
developed from participants’ input on Day I and determining whether there were additional
profiles and cross sections that should be considered.
Each team reported back to the group on their preferences for profiles and cross sections.
Altogether the groups added one additional profile to the two developed from the Day I
feedback, and four additional cross sections to the three developed from the Day I feedback as
described in Table 23.
At the end of Day II, each participant was given two dots with which to indicate their preference
for two profiles and three dots to indicate their preference for three cross sections. This was not
intended as a vote, but rather an indication of those profiles and cross sections participants
thought should be evaluated for technical feasibility first.
Table 23 shows the ranking of the profile and cross section options based on the participants’
preference selections.
Subsequent to the design charrette, Pima County introduced a new partnering process applicable
to roadway design projects, including the Colossal Cave project. Pima County decided to
combine the partnering process for Colossal Cave with a follow up charrette to go over review
comments on the draft DCR and discuss any unresolved issues.
The all-day Partnering Session / DCR Charrette was held on February 15, 2005, the Manning
House in downtown, Tucson, Arizona. The morning focus was on partnering, and the afternoon
was focused on the follow-up charrette. This set-up allowed application of tools and techniques
introduced in the morning to be applied in the afternoon as needed. All participants who were
invited to the original charrette were invited to the February 15th event. In addition, several
stakeholders who were identified after the first charrette were invited to the second charrette.
Notification was done via e-mail or letter.
In additional to Pima County Department of Transportation and the prime design consultant,
Parsons Brinckerhoff, partnering participants included representatives from the subconsultants,
local utilities, the Community Advisory Committee (CAC) and other community interests.
Partnering and Follow-Up Charrette
Subsequent to the design charrette, Pima County introduced a new partnering process applicable
to roadway design projects, including the Colossal Cave project. The Colossal Cave Design
Team suggested that the partnering process be combined with a follow-up charrette to go over
review comments on the draft DCR and discuss any unresolved issues.
The all-day Partnering Session / DCR Follow-up Charrette was held on February 15, 2005, at the
Manning House, in downtown Tucson. The morning focus was on partnering, and the afternoon
was on the follow-up charrette. This set-up allowed application of tools and techniques
introduced in the morning to be applied in the afternoon as needed. All participants who were
invited to the original charrette were invited to this event. In addition, several stakeholders who
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were identified after the first charrette were invited to the second charrette, including the Shrine
of Santa Rita. Notification was done by e-mail and/or letter.
In additional to design team members and reviewers from Pima County Department of
Transportation and the prime design consultant, Parsons Brinckerhoff, partnering participants
included subconsultants, local utilities, the Community Advisory Committee (CAC), and other
community interests.
Partnering Session: The partnering session, which was led by a professional facilitator retained
by Pima County, focused on team building through a series of exercises and ultimately the
development of an agreement, consisting of six major goals and fifteen clarifying objectives and
signed by all the participants. A primary purpose of partnering was to review an Issue
Resolution Process and Ladder and Partnering Evaluation Process that all county roadway design
teams are being incorporated into their projects.
Draft DCR Follow-up Charrette: The afternoon follow-up charrette focused on technical aspects
the Colossal Cave project. The session began with a PowerPoint presentation on the project
status, including a review of the results of the first charrette and how they had been incorporated
into the Draft DCR. Subsequent to the PowerPoint show, Design Team members presented flip
sheets showing all the comments that had been received from the reviewers of the Draft DCR.
(Note: All those who were invited to the September 2004 design charrette were provided copies
of the Draft DCR and invited to provide comments.) The consultant pointed out that the
majority of comments were requests for clarification or data corrections, but there were some
comments that raised substantive issues for discussion. The issues about which there was the
most extensive discussion and agreed upon additional actions are summarized below:
Design Speed and Posted Speed. In the Draft DCR, the recommended design speed was 35 mph
and the recommended posted limit was 30 mph, which is a 5-mile reduction below the design
speed as permitted in the ESR Design Guidelines. DCR comments included a suggestion from
Pima County, Department of Transportation Division, Traffic that the design speed be 40 mph
and the posted speed 35 mph. This suggestion was based on a speed study that indicated the
average speed of cars along the project route, which is posted at 35 mph, was 39 mph. The
discussion that ensued included a review of what the design implications were of changing the
design speed to 40 mph and why the Design Team had recommended the 35 mph design speed in
the DCR.
A 40 mph design speed would require flattening out the roadway profile, which would require
use of more right-of-way and would have adverse impacts in the area of the historic adobe
building and church between the tracks. The 35 mph design speed was recommended because it
would minimize right-of-way requirements as encouraged in the ESR Design Guidelines, would
minimize encroachment in the vicinity of the historic sites, and would be consistent with the
roadway segment planned immediately north of the project, which is using a design speed of 35
mph. Community stakeholders participating in the discussion supported the reduced speed limit
given the uses within the project area, including the elementary school and middle school, the
historic site and related sightseers, and the introduction of pedestrian and multiuse facilities with
the project. Additionally some participants predicted that with the opening of the City of
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Tucson’s Mary Ann Cleveland Way in spring 2005 of the some to much of the “through” traffic
will be diverted from Colossal Cave, reducing the traffic on Colossal Cave Road and making a
lower speed limit more acceptable.
After much discussion, the group agreed that a new, up-to-date speed study should be conducted
by PCDOT, and the results used by to make a final decision regarding the design speed and
posted speed for the project. The results of the new speed study are discussed in Chapter 4,
Traffic and Accident Data, and the finally recommended design speed and poster speed are
presented in Chapter 5, Design Standards and Criteria, Design Speed.
Number of Lanes between the Railroad Tracks: The originally proposed project included a
center turn lane throughout the project segment with the objective of improving operational
capacity by reducing stop delays from left turning vehicles. In addition to this alternative, the
Draft DCR provided an alternative that included three lanes north from the southern project limit
to the first railroad crossing, then two lanes between the railroad tracks, and finally three lanes
from the northern most railroad track crossing to the northern project limit. This latter
alternative was introduced in the original charrette as a way to reduce right-of-way requirements
and impacts on the historical sites between the tracks. The latter is in keeping with the goals of
the ESR Design Guidelines to minimize right-of-way encroachment and to be sensitive to
biological, historic, and aesthetic resources. (Note: The ESR Design Guidelines had not been
adopted by Pima County Department of Transportation when this project was originally
identified for consideration.)
Other reasons for considering this reduction of lanes between the tracks included anticipation of
(a) fewer trips being generated by uses in this section of the project, even at peak houses, than
uses adjacent to the sections north and south of the railroad tracks; (b) a reduction in traffic
volume throughout the segment due to the opening of Mary Ann Cleveland Way in Spring 2005;
and (c) fewer utility conflicts, particularly with a gas regulator between the tracks, which would
most likely need to be relocated if three tracks were to be constructed.
After a lengthy discussion, charrette participants agreed that if the two-lane alternative were to
be recommended for the project segment between the tracks with the reasons for this choice
should clearly explained in the DCR and the EAMR.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities: Participants worked together to address several issues related
to pedestrian and bicycle facilities proposed for the project, including on which sides of Colossal
Cave Road the sidewalk and multiuse path should be located, on which side the sidewalk should
be terminated; where crosswalks should be located within the project segment, and whether a
pedestrian crossing should be provided between the historic adobe building and historic Shrine
of Santa Rita.
On which side of the project segment should the sidewalk be located and on which side should
the multiuse path be located? Agreement was reached quite quickly that the sidewalk should go
on the east side of the Colossal Cave Road where more residential and commercial uses are
located and, therefore, where there should be more local foot traffic, and the multiuse path
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should go on the west side of the road where the elementary and middle schools are located and
where there are likely to be more children riding bicycles to school.
Should the sidewalk, which will be located on the east of Colossal Cave Road, be terminated
parallel with the southern boundary of the elementary school or extended further south? The
Vail School representative pointed out that there is a housing development to the south of the
project on the east side of the road. Although this development is some distance east, the group
decided together that the sidewalk should be extended to the southern project limit to encourage
any school children coming from the development to stay on the sidewalk until they reached the
school crosswalk at approximately Colossal Cave and Trotter Sisters.
The Design Team agreed to check the right-of-way availability at the southern project limits on
the east side. This location is on or adjacent to property belonging to the State Trust Land
Department.
What should happen to the two existing crosswalks, one at approximately Colossal Cave Road
and Trotter Sisters Road and the other at the Old Vail Middle School, and should a crosswalk be
added at the Acacia Elementary School? The participants discussed the pros and cons of the
various options. Some argued that a crosswalk on the high point of the hill across from the
elementary school main entrance would maximize site distance for pedestrians and vehicles.
Others pointed out the downside of this location was that it would require pedestrian (often
children) mixing with vehicles entering and exiting the school drive. Furthermore, they pointed
out that some sort of pedestrian way across the school parking lot would also have to be
provided. Regarding the two existing crosswalks, there was little conversation about the
crosswalk at the Middle School, but some participants pointed out that the current crosswalk near
Trotter Sisters Drive provides access to the Quik Mart, which is a destination for some pedestrian
(including children).
Representatives of the Design Team, PCDOT Traffic, PCDOT Transportation Systems, and the
Vail School District agreed to meet at the site after the completion of the speed study to further
consider where crosswalks should be located.
Should there be a pedestrian crossing between the historic adobe building and the Shrine of
Santa Rita? This question arose because project plans call for including interpretive markers
near the historic sites, because the sidewalk and multiuse path throughout the project segment are
intended to encourage pedestrian and bicycle traffic, and because the representative of the Shrine
of Santa Rita noted that the church attract sightseers. The latter suggests that such sightseers
may also be interested in walking across the street to see the historic adobe building and read the
related marker.
The participants decided that a pedestrian crossing should be carried through the analysis and
project documentation. The Design Team agreed, and noted that before a crossing could be
implemented it would need to meet Pima County warrant criteria.
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Size of Return Radii: There were some comments regarding the larger radii shown on the plans
for some of the returns. Some participants suggested these be reduced to the 35-foot minimum
to reduce the widths of the driveway entrances in areas where there may be higher pedestrian
traffic.
The Design Team agreed to evaluate the return radii, and is in the process of doing so.
Overhead Utility Consolidation: During the first charrette, the group had expressed interest in
exploring whether the overhead utilities could be consolidated onto one set of poles to improve
the aesthetic look along the roadway. This suggestion seemed in keep with the goals and
objectives of the ESR Design Guidelines.
Although there was not time to discuss utility consolidation at the February 15th charrette,
participants agreed that the Pima County Project Manager should arrange a meeting with the
affected utilities to continue exploring this idea. This meeting will be scheduled prior to
completion of the EAMR.
The Partnering and Follow-up Charrette were documented in a report titled Design
“Pardnering” / DCR Charrette Workshop Report, Colossal Cave Road Improvement, Revised
Copy – March 3, 2005, submitted to Pima County, submitted by Russell G. Hanson, Facilitator.
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Table 21
Design Charrette Suggestions
General
Change official name of road to “Vail Road”*
Consider project segment as four distinct zones
Provide gateway monuments
Plan for adequate lead time to obtain permits for railroads
From North to South
At Northern Terminus
Provide northern entry to town (at approx. northern end of project)
Buffer northern end of project while enhancing views
At Old Vail Middle Scholl
Provide right-turn lanes for southbound traffic
In Area of Tracks
Acknowledge historic characteristics of area between the railroad tracks
Provide 75-ft ROW between tracks, take from east side
Provide raised median at tracks
Near Shrine of Santa Rita in the Desert - Relocate Southwest Gas regulator station
At Adobe Building – maximize road offset from adobe building
At Post Office – redesign Post Office mail drop off
At Success Road – increase sight distance
At Drainage Basin
Soften visual impact of drainage basin
Increase detention basin on east side of roadway, south of southern railroad tracks
At Acacia Elementary School
Provide right-turn lanes for southbound traffic
Consolidate ingress/egress at Acacia Elementary School
At Southern Terminus
Provide southern entry to town (at approx. Trotter Sisters Dr.)
Widen ROW at southern end of project
Throughout Project Segment
Provide new sidewalks on both the east side and west side of roadways
Relocate overhead telephone lines on same poles as electric lines on east side roadway
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Table 22
Key Criteria for Consideration
Criteria
Preserve historic character of town
Retain / enhance scenic views
Maximize pedestrian and bicycle accessibility and safety
Maximize safety at traffic crossings
Increase safety at road access points
Retain adobe building in its current location
Avoid worsening existing drainage conditions
Seek ways to address visual inconsistency between town
of Vail and proposed development to north
Strengthen place identity

Table 23
Profile and Cross Section Preference Ranking
Preference
Ranking
1**

2*
3*
Preference
Ranking
1**

Profile Description
Profile that is a combination of the two profiles below, with “smoothing out” between the
southern project limit and the southern most railroad track, and the existing profile retained
between the southern and northern railroad tracks.
A profile that follows the existing topography generally.
A profile that “smoothes out” the existing topography as much as possible.
Cross Section Description

No center turn lane between tracks (This was presented separately from sidewalk treatments,
and would be looked at in combination with preferred sidewalk treatments.)
Note re cross sections below: The variation in the following crossing sections is focused on the pedestrian
facilities; other elements of the cross section are consistent, including two 11-ft travel lanes, one 10-ft center, lefthand turn lane, and shoulders on both sides. (Note: In all but one cross section, the shoulders are assumed to be a
10-ft wide should, with 4 ft gravel and 6 ft paved.)
2*
5-ft sidewalk on both sides
3**
Natural path on one side and combination bike/sidewalk on the other. (Note: Natural path
dimension not specified.)
4**
10-ft sidewalks on both sides
5*
5-ft sidewalk on one side
6**
Sidewalk and narrower shoulder on one side and bike/sidewalk and narrower should on other
7*
10-ft bike/sidewalk on one side
* Profile or cross section that was developed based on the Day I input
** Profile or cross section that came out of Day II breakout group discussions.
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CHAPTER 10
ALTERNATIVES
Alternative Identification
The alternatives considered for this project were based on the original scope of work, input from
the public open house, the CAC meeting held on June 23, 2004, and the design charrette held on
September 28th and 29th, 2004, and the follow-up charrette held on February 15, 2005. At the
September design charrette (see Chapter 9), the various issues and concerns were reviewed and
several alternatives were developed for analysis and documentation in the DCR. Additionally,
charrette participants made suggestions for further evaluation regarding the pedestrian/ bicycle
facilities and landscaping. At the conclusion of the charrette, participants indicated a preference
for two profiles and two typical section options.
Profile Alternatives
Based on the public process and design charrette, as well as technical analyses, the project team
identified two alternative profile concepts for consideration in this report. These profile
alternatives consist of:
•
•

Profile Alternative 1, which essentially matches the existing roadway grades with some
modification to the grades at the approach to the southern UPRR crossing.
Profile Alternative 2, which smoothes out the profile by removing a series of dip sections in
Colossal Cave Road just south of the Acacia Elementary School and a dip in the roadway
north of the northern UPRR crossing. The dips south of the elementary school would be
removed by raising the roadway and constructing a single grade between the beginning of the
project and the crest vertical curve in front of the school. The dip in the roadway just beyond
the northern UPRR tracks will be removed in a similar manner with the roadway being raised
and a single tangent connecting the crest vertical curve near the tracks with the grade near the
end of the project. Appendix F contains the profile alternatives.

Profile Alternative Advantages and Disadvantages: The following paragraphs describe the
advantages and disadvantages of the two profile alternatives studied.
Profile Alternative 1: The primary advantage this profile is that the existing drainage runoff
patterns are maintained. This profile follows the existing grades through most of the project with
the exception being in the vicinity of the southern UPRR crossing where there is an existing SSD
deficiency. Both profile alternatives address this issue.
The disadvantages of Profile Alternative 1 are that it requires limiting the design speed to 35
mph, which is the design speed of the vertical curves at the dip sections south of the Acacia
Elementary School, and maintaining the existing drainage runoff flow over the roadway along
most of the project length.
Profile Alternative 2: The primary advantage of Profile Alternative 2 is that it provides
increased SSD at the crest vertical curve at Acacia Elementary School and increased sight
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distance at the crest vertical curve at the northern UPRR crossing. A secondary benefit is
improved driver comfort with the reduction in the number of vertical curves and the flatter
grades approaching the remaining curves.
The disadvantages of Profile Alternative 2 include increased project cost as a result of the
addition of drainage culvert crossings where dip sections were removed and additional grading
and fill at the dip section; and an increased roadway footprint with the fill slopes extending
further from the roadway as a result of the higher roadway.
Drainage Options for the Profiles: Options for drainage improvements for the two alternative
roadway profiles were analyzed and are presented in the Preliminary Drainage Concept Report.
The Profile Alternative 1 maintains the existing vertical profile everywhere except at the
approaches to the southern UPRR track crossing, and as a result culverts need to be constructed
at only two of the nine existing drainage crossings (CPs D). The Profile Alternative 2 smoothes
out the vertical curves in the existing roadway alignment along much of the project length, which
would require constructing culverts at five of the nine existing drainage crossings (CPs A, B, D.
E and G). Figure 2 shows the locations of the drainage crossings.
Culverts were sized to keep the 100-year water surface elevation from increasing outside of the
ROW for both alternatives. Alternative culvert options were analyzed at each crossing to
identify the required culvert types and sizes, offsite grading, and purchase of ROW.
The cost estimate for the recommended drainage improvements for Profile Alternative 1 is
$162,411. The cost estimate for the recommended drainage improvements for Profile
Alternative 2 is $334,065.
From a drainage improvements standpoint, the recommended alternative is Profile Alternative 1
because the drainage costs are more than 50% less than for Profile Alternative 2, and Alternative
1 has less impact on the existing environment since drainage improvements are required at only
two crossings, CP D and CP E (Figure 2).
The recommended culvert for CP D is 8-29”x45” HERCPs with an estimated cost of $103,845.
This culvert does not require downstream grading other than for the riprap plunge basin, and is
the least expensive culvert option. Because of the limited cover available, the other culvert
options at this location required either downstream grading, or having the culvert function as a
bubble-up structure which would require frequent maintenance to remove sediment. The design
of the culvert for CP D required the review of the Drainage Report for Block 1 of Old Vail
Village to insure that the proposed culvert would not affect the performance of the existing
detention basin outlet weir. The methodology used to model the detention basin outlet weir
appears to have some deficiencies. In the design stage of this project, the hydraulics at the
detention basin outlet weir should be modeled using the HEC-RAS hydraulic computer program,
and the detention basin storage routing should be rerun using the HEC-1 hydrologic computer
program.
The recommended culvert for CP E is 4-24”x38” HERCPs with an estimated cost of $46,566.
This culvert option limits the amount of grading downstream of the proposed outlet to
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approximately 180 feet, and thus avoids disturbing some existing railroad structures. The other
culvert options at this location required either more extensive downstream grading or reducing
the grading to approximately 80 feet downstream of the proposed outlet by having the culvert
function as a bubble-up structure. Such a structure would require frequent maintenance to
remove sediment. Because the existing ground elevation at the location of the outlet of the
proposed culvert is only about 6 inches lower than the existing ground elevation at the location
of the inlet of the proposed culvert, there is no feasible option available that would completely
eliminate the need for downstream grading.
Typical Section Options
Design options were considered for each of two elements within the project segment. The
elements included right-turn lanes into Acacia Elementary School and the Colossal Cave Road
lane configuration between the UPRR tracks. Additionally, preliminary consideration was given
to pedestrian/bicycle facilities and landscaping, which will be explored in further detail during
the design phase of this project.
Right-Turn Lane to Acacia Elementary School: There are two options under consideration for
treatment of the proposed southbound Colossal Cave Road right-turn lane for the school. These
two options are presented in Appendix G.
Option 1 is a standard right-turn lane design that separates right-turning vehicles from the
through lanes and allows them to enter the general elementary school drive. The proposed lane
begins approximately 108 feet from the first driveway, which serves as the main driveway
entrance to the school, and continues south to the bus drive.
Option 2 removes the buses from the right-turn lane crossing the main driveway entrance. There
is sufficient distance from a consolidated main driveway entrance to construct a turn lane with a
minimum 108-foot length and a standard right-turn lane taper.
A key consideration in evaluating the two right-turn lane options was how each would work if a
crosswalk were to be located across Colossal Cave Road in the vicinity of the school’s main
driveway entrance. The combination of Option 1 and a crosswalk raises several concerns. First,
the crosswalk would have to be lengthened to cross the right-turn lane, which would mean an
increase in pedestrian exposure to vehicles. Second, drivers exiting the school would need to
assess the vehicular traffic in the right-turn lane to decide whether to use the main entrance
driveway or travel south to the bus drive.
On March 14, 2005, design team members visited the site with a Vail School district
representative to further consider the issue of locating a crosswalk in the vicinity of the main
driveway entrance. During the site visit, the Vail School representative confirmed that there is a
school bus stop at the existing crosswalk at Trotter Sisters Drive, and that some elementary
school students cross at the crosswalk and walk up to the cross-campus sidewalk on the northern
boundary of the school. This circulation pattern avoids potential pedestrian vehicle conflicts
within the school parking lot. The design team decided that it made sense to continue use of the
existing marked crosswalk at this time. In the future, if residential development should occur on
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the east side of Colossal Cave Road at the southern end of the project limits, the possibility of
introducing a crosswalk in front of the school or further south could be further explored.
Number of Lanes Between UPRR Tracks: The project segment between the UPRR tracks
contains the two most environmentally sensitive project sites, i.e., the old adobe building on the
west side of the roadway and almost directly opposite it on the east side of the road, the Shrine of
Santa Rita. As discussed earlier, one of the primary project goals, based on the Pima County
ESR Design Guidelines and public and design charrette input, is to minimize adverse impacts to
both these sites. At the September 2004 design charrette, one breakout group suggested
considering the option of not adding the middle two-way left-turn lane between the tracks. This
suggestion led to developing two options for this segment of the roadway. These two options are
presented in Appendix H.
Option 1 provides the two-way left-turn lane throughout the project segment, including between
the UPRR tracks. This option allows for left turning vehicles to separate from the through
traffic, which minimizes delays to the through traffic and provides for increased safety for
turning vehicles. The disadvantages of Option 1 include increased encroachment on adjacent
roadside property from a widened roadway section, closer proximity of the roadway to the adobe
building, and the potential relocation of a Southwest Gas regulator station along the east side of
Colossal Cave Road.
Option 2 retains the existing roadway section (i.e., two through lanes and no center lane)
between the UPRR tracks. Success Road and Old Vail Road are roadways that intersect Colossal
Cave Road in this area. The main drive to the Shrine of Santa Rita is located opposite Old Vail
Road, and there are various open areas on the west side of Colossal Cave Road that serve as
drives to a feed store located south of the adobe building. Vehicles turning left to Success Road,
Old Vail Road, or into the drives will still need to wait in the through lane for an opening in the
opposing traffic stream. The primary advantage of this option is that there will be minimal
impacts to the two most environmentally sensitive sites within the project limits, the adobe
building and the Shrine of Santa Rita. In addition, this option maintains the existing location of
the Southwest Gas regulator section.
The disadvantage is that the existing traffic operations will remain. No formal traffic operations
analysis has been performed to date to determine if there is a significant delay problem to
through traffic in this location as a result of left turns. On Tuesday, December 7th, and
Wednesday, December 8th, 2005, Pima County completed a turning movement count along
Colossal Cave Road between the UPRR tracks. The December 7th count was taken between 2:00
p.m. and 6:00 p.m. The December 8th count extended between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. The
largest turning movement volume from Colossal Cave Road – 13 vph – was between 4:00 p.m.
and 5:00 p.m. for right turns from northbound Colossal Caver Road onto Success Drive. The
largest left turn from Colossal Cave Road – 9 vph – occurred between 3:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Appendix K contains the turning movement count data sheets. These results show relatively few
turning movements from Colossal Cave Road to side streets and drives between the UPRR
tracks.
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One reason for undertaking this project is to address the problems that occur when vehicles
attempt to turn from one of the through lanes in a two-lane roadway. However, as discussed in
Chapter 4, Pima County undertook an accident analysis in 2003 that indicated that of the 16
accidents identified only two occurred within the portion of the segment between the railroad
tracks, and neither of those was a turning accident. While a two-lane roadway segment may
have the potential for rear-end accidents when vehicles attempt to turn left from the through lane,
the rear-end accidents within the Colossal Cave project limits appear to be primarily associated
with the elementary school area and the Colossal Cave Road/Cienega High School Drive
intersection. A center turn lane is proposed on Colossal Cave Road in the segment south of the
railroad track where the elementary school is located and in the segment north of the tracks,
where the Old Vail Middle School and the intersection are located. (As mentioned previously,
the Colossal Cave Road/Cienega High School Drive intersection will be eliminated in
conjunction with development plans underway just north of this project.) The elimination of this
intersection and the City of Tucson’s construction of Mary Ann Cleveland Way, currently
underway, are expected to reduce traffic operational incidents and volumes along the project
segment.
The option of three lanes south and north of the railroad tracks and two lanes between the tracks
applies the operational improvements where they are needed based on available data, while
respecting the goals and objectives of the ESR by being sensitive to the historic and picturesque
environment between the tracks. Currently the uses between the tracks have less traffic volume,
and particularly less peak hour volume, than those uses north and south of the tracks. For
instance, the dominant use on the east side of Colossal Cave between the tracks is the Shrine of
Santa Rita whose highest volumes of traffic are generally on Sunday mornings.
Finally, the maintenance of two lanes between the tracks does not preclude adding a center leftturn lane in the future if accident data should indicate a need for such operational improvements
in this location. However, as previously mentioned, the addition of a lane would adversely
impact at least one of the two historic sites (i.e., the adobe building or the Shrine of Santa Rita
property), likely require the relocation of the gas regulator on the east side, and reduce the ability
to provide pedestrian facilities to complement the nature and scale of the historic village of Vail,
located between the tracks.
The design considerations for Option 2 are the locations of the transitions from three lanes to two
lanes and the operational viability of retaining the two-lane section. The transitions are proposed
to occur on the roadway section between the tracks while maintaining the three-lane section
across the railroad tracks. This allows traffic approaching the railroad tracks to have a consistent
roadway section without trying to negotiate a merging maneuver and the railroad crossing
simultaneously. Median islands can be constructed in the transitional center lane, which would
not only keep drivers out of the center turn lane at the tracks, but would also allow for shorter
railroad gate arms. Additionally this area could be integrated into the northern and southern
gateways to the historic village center. The length of roadway between the tracks is sufficiently
long to fit a 115-foot taper (5.5 feet lane shift for a design speed of 35 mph) and have over 400
feet of two-lane roadway between the tapers.
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Pedestrian/Bicycle Facilities
Pedestrian and bike facilities are part of the proposed roadway improvement package, but
determining their location and specifications is part of this concept development process. Public
meeting, CAC, and charrette participants all emphasized the need for these facilities to serve
schoolchildren and other pedestrians in the area and to help further define the Vail community
center. The primary issues regarding these facilities were whether they should be shared or
separated pedestrian and bike ways, whether they should be natural or paved ways, and whether
they should be the same on both sides of the roadway or different (e.g., a combined
pedestrian/bike pathway on one side and a natural pathway on the other).
Design charrette participants indicated a preference for either a sidewalk on both sides of the
road or a wider combined multiuse pathway on one side of the road and a pedestrian pathway on
the other side. An initial review of these options showed that a multiuse path on the west side of
the road would best serve the area by connecting the two schools by providing sufficient to
accommodate both bicyclists and pedestrians. The east side of the roadway would have a
standard sidewalk. This arrangement is consistent with the options proposed at the September
2004 design charrette, and with the preference expressed at the February 2005 follow-up
charrette.
Crosswalks: As mentioned in the discussion regarding the right-turn lane to Acacia Elementary
School, the design team recommended retaining the existing marked school crosswalk at Trotter
Sisters Drive. The existing marked school crosswalk at the Old Vail Middle School near E.
Cienega High School Drive was also reviewed. The design team decided to retain this one as
well since shifting it south would direct students through the school parking lot and closer to the
school drives where conflicts with vehicles would increase. The removal of E. Cienega High
School Drive as part of the development to the north of the project will remove pedestrian
conflicts with turning vehicles at the crosswalk.
The design team also reviewed the area of Colossal Cave Road between the tracks. The team
recommended marking a crosswalk midway between the tracks to improve the safety for an area
that may, in the future, see higher pedestrian crossings due to the presence of the historic adobe
building and the Shrine of Santa Rita on opposite sides of the road. Pima County Traffic
Division has noted that a proposed marked crosswalk would need to have an engineering study
conducted after the roadway construction to determine if the marked crosswalk was indeed
warranted prior to its installation.
Pathway Width: The proposed width of the multiuse path on the west side of the road is 10 feet,
and the proposed width of the sidewalk on the east side is 5 feet. The 10-foot dimension is a
standard dimension for multiuse paths according to the Guide for the Development of Bicycle
Facilities, AASHTO 1999. The 5-foot dimension is the minimum width given in the RDM. The
surface material will be determined in the design phase of the project.
Pathway Alignment and Location: A curvilinear pathway alignment is proposed for both the
multiuse path and the sidewalk to complement the rural character of the Vail community. The
multiuse pathway on the west side of Colossal Cave Road will be extended southward as far as
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the existing cross-campus sidewalk thus retaining the circulation pattern already familiar to
students. The sidewalk on the east side will be extended to the southern project limit, but
located as far away from the roadway as practicable. To the north, the multiuse path will extend
no further north than the Old Vail Middle School’s crosswalk, and the sidewalk will extend as
far north as the housing development at the north end of the project area.
Landscape
Within the commercial zones Ash trees could be utilized to provide pedestrian shade. Along the
new sidewalk on the east side, low plantings are proposed between the sidewalk and the road to
discourage pedestrians from getting too close to the roadway while keeping them visible to
drivers. Within the historic zones, perhaps a historically occurring tree could reflect the tree
selection. The Shrine of Santa Rita has an abundance of historic Aleppo pines, which may or
may not be the best tree selection in the area, but may direct the ultimate tree selection.
Alternatives and Options Evaluation
Profile Alternatives 1 and 2, the typical section right-turn lane options at the Acacia Elementary
School, and the lane configuration options along Colossal Cave Road between the UPRR tracks
were all evaluated as part of the design concept study.
Table 24 presents a comparison of the profile and typical section alternatives based on selected
criteria identified through the design charrette and technical analysis. Each profile alternative
and each typical section option is ranked having less or more impact for each criterion. Traffic
operations were rated “better” or “acceptable”, depending on the alternative and option. Where
there is little discernable difference in the alternatives or options, a “same” rating is used.
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Traffic
Operations

Impact to Utilities

Construction
Duration

Impact to
Biological

Impact to
Cultural

Impact to
Visual

less

better

less

less

less

less

less

same

more

more

acceptable

more

more

more

more

more

more

Option 1
Standard Right-Turn
Lane

more

same

acceptable

same

less

same

same

same

same

Option 2
Two Right-Turn lanes

less

same

better

same

more

same

same

same

same

more

more

better

more

more

more

more

more

more

less

less

acceptable

less

less

less

less

less

less

Profiles
Alternative 1
“existing”
Alternative 2
“smooth”
Typical Sections

Option 1
Three Lanes Between
Tracks
Option 2
Two Lanes Between
Tracks
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on public input and technical analysis, the project team recommends the following design
alternatives for the Colossal Cave Road Project:
•
•
•
•

Profile Alternative 1
Two southbound right-turn lanes to the Acacia Elementary School
Maintenance of the existing two-lane roadway section between the railroad track crossings in
the vicinity of the adobe building and the Shrine of Santa Rita property
Provision of pedestrian improvements on both sides of the roadway with a 10-foot multiuse
path on the west side of the road and a 5-foot sidewalk on the east side. Both paths are to
have a curved alignment.

Profile Alternative 1 improves the SSDs at substandard locations while limiting the impacts
outside of the existing roadway. Two southbound right-turn lanes to the Acacia Elementary
School limit the conflict points at the drives and separate the general school traffic from the bus
traffic. Maintaining the existing two-lane roadway section between the railroad tracks maintains
the character of Vail’s historic village center while minimizing impacts to the two
environmentally sensitive features within the project limits, the adobe building and the Shrine of
Santa Rita. Curvilinear paths are more in keeping with the rural nature of Vail while providing
pedestrian facilities.
In addition to these alternative evaluation recommendations, the design team recommends the
following design features for the project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of 35 mph design speed
Retention of existing, 35 mph posted speed limit
Maintenance of two existing crosswalks within the project limits
Consideration of the addition of a crosswalk between the tracks if warranted
Addition of a single southbound right-turn lane to the Old Vail Middle School
Upgrade of the existing railroad grade crossing traffic control devices to accommodate a
three-lane roadway cross section.
Consolidation of overhead telephone and electric utility lines and relocation to the east side
of Colossal Cave Road (if economically feasible)
Creation of a landscaping plan consistent with the four distinct land use zones within the
project limits
Minor roadside grading and soil replacement to alleviate standing water along the roadway in
locations that have experienced this problem after heavy rains
Assistance with the evaluation and documentation of the historic adobe building and the
Shrine of Santa Rita property to determine eligibility for nomination to the National Registry
of Historic Places
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CHAPTER 12
COST ESTIMATE
The overall project construction cost estimate on the Colossal Cave Road project, for the
recommended design alternatives and options is estimated to be $3,364,000. A breakdown of
costs is presented in Table 25. The cost is based on the following assumptions for design
alternatives:
•
•
•

A design profile that closely matches the existing profile
Separate right-turn lanes to the Acacia Elementary School
Two-lane roadway section between the UPRR tracks.

One of the variables for the construction cost estimate is the estimate for the upgrade to the
railroad grade crossing. PB discussed the cost estimates with UPRR. UPRR has not had an
opportunity to review the design concept and tentatively stated that each crossing can have a
range from $250,000 to $500,000. A subsequent discussion with a railroad contractor supports
these estimated costs since total reconstruction of the track crossings may be needed and
complete upgrades to the crossing equipment may be required. A more accurate construction
cost estimate will be determined once the designs of the crossings have begun. After discussions
about this cost with Pima County, it was agreed to estimate the cost at $250,000 per crossing for
this DCR. This estimate will be updated with the development of the design plans for the
project. UPRR will not be held to this lower cost estimate, and will provide updated costs once
the new gate crossing design is underway.
Consideration of a “smooth” profile results in an increased estimated construction cost of
approximately $4,101,000. The increases are primarily due to increases and changes to some of
the items as well as additional drainage pipes and structures. The following are items in the
“smooth” profile estimate that are different from the construction cost estimate for the profile
that closely matches the existing profile:

Roadway Excavation
Borrow
Drainage
6-24”x38”x85’ HERCP
12-24”x85’ RCP
3-24”x85’ RCP

Unit

Quantity

Unit Price

Amount

C.Y.
C.Y.

5100
17000

$12.00
$10.00

$61,200
$170,000

L.S.
L.S.
L.S.

1
1
1

$63,332.00
$79,450.00
$33,022.00

$63,332
$79,450
$33,022

The complete cost estimate for the “smooth” profile option is presented in Appendix J.
Cost evaluations were also conducted for the right-turn lane options at the Acacia Elementary
School and for consideration of continuing the three-lane section between the railroad tracks.
The right-turn lane options consist of either a continuous right-turn lane or two separate turn
lanes, one each to serve the drives for the general school parking area and the bus driveway.
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The cost difference for the right-turn lane options are accounted for in the difference in the
asphalt and base course pavement section quantities. The construction cost estimate for the
recommended alternatives include the cost for two separate turn lanes. The additional cost for
the single right-turn lane is as follows:
Unit
Aggregate Base
Asphalt Concrete

C.Y.
TON

Quantity
19
50

Unit Price
$20.00
$50.00

Miscellaneous (20%)

Amount
$380
$2,500
$2,880
$500
$3,380

Following are the additional construction cost for continuing the three lane section between the
railroad tracks.
Unit
Aggregate Base
Asphalt Concrete
Southwest Gas Relocation
Miscellaneous (20%)

C.Y.
TON
L.S.

Quantity
102
225
1

Unit Price
$20.00
$50.00
$75,000.00

Amount
$2,040
$11,250
$75,000
$88,290
$17,700
$105,990

The additional costs of the right-turn lane options is less than 1% of the anticipated overall
construction cost estimate, while the three lane section can will increase the overall construction
cost by 5%.
The overall project construction cost estimate is considerably more that the estimate presented in
the Vail Road/Colossal Cave Road Acacia Elementary School to Pantano Wash Bridge Design
Assessment Report, prepared for Pima County by Entranco, Inc., August 2002. That document
had an opinion of probable cost of $1,340, 450. Notable differences in the cost estimate include
their earthwork, pavement, drainage, and railroad upgrades. The design assessment report
anticipated an overlay in areas where the profile was not adjusted. The studies and evaluations
in this DCR support a total pavement reconstruction for the length of the project. Earthwork
estimates were inexplicably low in the design assessment report, with the estimate in the design
assessment report being nearly half of the estimate calculated in this DCR. This is considering
that there were greater profile modifications in the design assessment report. Also, the design
assessment report underestimated the railroad crossing improvements with only a $150,000 force
account item.
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Table 25
Estimated Project Cost
Description
Design Consultant Fee
Pima County Administrative Cost
TEP
Acquisition
Administration
Contingency for Cure
Contingency
2-year TCEs
Clearing and grubbing
Removal of Structures and
Obstructions
Roadway Excavation
Borrow
Aggregate Base
Asphalt Concrete
Drainage
8-29"x45"x90' HERCP
4-24"x38"x85' HERCP
Gravel for Ponding Areas
Pavement Markings
Sidewalk/Walkway
Planting
Irrigation
Curb
Subtotal
Traffic Control (8%)
Mobilization (5%)
Construction Administration (10%)
Subtotal
Contingency (30%)
Railroad Crossing Upgrade
Total (Rounded)

Unit
Quantity
Engineering
L.S.
1
L.S.
1
Utilities
L.S.
1
Right of Way
L.S.
1
L.S.
1
L.S.
1
L.S.
1
L.S.
1
Construction
L.S.
1
L.S.
1

Unit Price

Amount

$
$

272,625.00
8,200.00

$
$

272,625
8,200

$

45,000.00

$

45,000

$
$
$
$
$

260,000.00
120,000.00
10,000.00
60,000.00
12,000.00

$
$
$
$
$

260,000
120,000
10,000
60,000
12,000

$
$

25,000.00
50,000.00

$
$

25,000
50,000

C.Y.
C.Y.
C.Y.
Ton

5500
5900
2900
6080

$
$
$
$

12.00
10.00
20.00
50.00

$
$
$
$

66,000
59,000
58,000
304,000

L.S.
L.S.
C.Y.
L.F.
L.S.
L.S.
L.S.
L.F.

1
1
240
29000
1
1
1
680

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

103,845.00
46,566.00
50.00
0.50
200,7000
17,120.00
33,620.00
18.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

103,845
46,566
12,000
14,500
200,700
17,120
33,620
12,240
1,179,416
143,300
89,600
179,100
2,202,416
660,800
500,000

$

3,364,000
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Chapter 13
BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS
The Colossal Cave Road Project is programmed to be paid for with impact fees collected from
development in the vicinity of the project.
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